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The Calloway County High debate
team made a complete sweep of first
place sweepstakes honors at the
Webster County High School Debate
Tournament Saturday. Calloway
County debaters won the Junior Varsity
and Varsity Divisions and took all the
top speaker awards.
, In varsity debate, Karen Edwards.
and Gail Tucker took first place honors
by defeating Trigg County in the final
round of competition. Gail and Karen
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SPEECH TEAM WINS—Members of the Calloway County fiigh School Wit* and Debate team won top honors
- Left to right are Chris Taylor, Karen
-at the Webster County High Invitational Tournament over the past weerenZ
Edwards, Gail Tucker, Randy Hutchens,fan Brinkley, Craig Redden, airtit Warraik-Shannon-KnighTarld-coath
Staff Photo ay David Hal
Larry England.

Local Chapter Of American Diabetes
Association Is Organized At Meeting
Over 75 people attended the first
organizational meeting of the local
chapter of the American Diabetes
Association on Thursday night
November 4 at the Calloway County
Library. Fifty-two of those present
were known diabetics representing all
age groups.
Dr. Don Hughes explained to the
chapter that the American Diabetes
Association (ADA) is a national
veluntary--heakh-ageney-solely- eon-cerned with diabetes mellitus and
problems associated with the disease,
and is a democratic federation of affiliate associations and their members.
The ADA has always encouraged
scietttific inquity than offers hope of
finding solutions to the problems of

Sunny and Cc)Ici
Mostly sunny and cold teday, high
near 40. Fair and cold tonight, low near
30. Partly sunny and a little warmer
Tuesday, highi in the low and mid 50s.
Wednesday partly sunny and mild.

diabetes and in time it is expected a
preventive and cure will be found.
The association. offers a four-fold
program: to develop educational
methods designed to give those who
'have diabetes mellitus a better understanding of their condition; to
promote among,physicians, dieticians,
nurses, and other health professionals
the free exchange of knowledge with
respect to diabetes mellitus and to
improve-the-standards-of-treatment, to
dig-Geminate accurate information to
the general public and to educate the
public in the importance of early
recognition of diabetes mellitus and of
medical supervision of its treatment; to
encourage and support research by
individuals,
hospitals,
clinics,
universities, and other institutions or
organizations.
The ADA also takes such measures
and encourages such services as will
enhance the welfare of individuals
having diabetes mellitus.
Guest speaker, Dr. Gerald McCord of
Hopkinsville, defined the meaning of

DUCKS U1sTUMITED BANQUET SLATED—Jim Thompson, right, presents
Ben Hogancamp with a country ham which will be one of the many items
auctioned off at the local Ducks Unlimited Chapter's annual banquet Wednesday, Nov. 17. The banquet will be held at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country
Club and the auction will feature items ranging from motorcycles to paintings. The ham was'donated by B and B Products of Cadiz. B and B
produced the champion country ham at the 1976 Kentucky State Fair which
sokffor over $18,000.
Staff Photo flv David Hill

the disease and emphasized the importance of public understanding. It
was not until July 23, 1974 that the
Congress of the United States committed itself to leading a national attack of the disease through the National
Diabetes Mellitus • Research and
Educatirki Act, Public Law 93-354. He
notecii,bit the National Commission on
Diabetes in its report to Congress in
December, 1975 declared diabetes a
--major-health-rPhism.
When diabetes and its complications
are considered together, diabetes is the
third leading cause .of death in the
United States. It is now the leading
cause of new cases of blindness with
diabetics being twenty-five times more
prone to blindness than non-diabetics.
People with diabetes are seventeen
times more prone to kindey disease.
over five times more. prone I,
gangrene, often leading to amputation.
and twice as prone to heart disease and
stroke. Diabetes lessens the chance
successful outcome of a pregnancy and
increases the frequency of birth defe(7.:,
and death of the newborn.
The economic toll of this disee,
excluding its complications is
estimated at ;5.3 billion annually.
Dr. McCord said that diabetes
affects ten million Americans "dire,.
and fifty million Americans indiret .
because it becomes a family-orana,d •
disease. The incidence of the dica.sc
appears to be increasing by six per cent
per year. At this rate an American 1,,Irn
today, living an average life span ,,f
seventy years, has a better than 1-.111-Z
chance of developing diabetes unies,, a
cure or preventative is found. ii
pointed out.
Dr. McCord noted that unti
discavery of insulin by Drs.
and Best in 1921 a person age 15 a
(See Diabetes,Page 12
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The annual Lions Club radio auction
is scheduled for three nights,
November 9, 10,, 11, over WNBS
beginning at 6:30 p. m. Numerous
articles of merchandise and services
have been donated by business firms to
be offered at auction. Included in the
donations are home furnishings, food,
clothing, automotive parts, hairdresser
servi,es, beauty aids, photography.
tires, greeting cards, popcorn,
restaurant meals, paint, dog chow and
numerous other •items, according to
Marvin Harris and Dan Young, cochairmen for the event:
Proceeds from the auction will be
used by the.l.ions Club to rtirther the
sight conservation and blood bank
projects. The blood bank is operated in
conjunction with the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and was initiated by
the-Club, wfiTch established a donor Tile
and • purchased equipment, including
partial cost of . an ,auto-transfusion
apparatus, for operation of the blood
bank.
The Kentucky. Lions Eye Bank and
local sight care needs are supported by
the Club.

were undefeated. Randy Hutchens and
Craig Redden tied for second place
honors with two wins and one loss.
In Junior Varsity debate Johnny
Brinkley and Chuck Williams were
undefeated and captured first place
honors by defeating Paducah Tilghman
in the final round orcompetition. Dale
Finney and Chris Taylor tied for third
place honors in the Junior. Varsity
division.
Best speaar awards were given to
the top three debaters in the Varsity
and Junior Varsity divisions. Calloway
_ _debaters look all three spot&in varsity
----debate. Gail Tucker took first speaker,
Karen Edwards won second speaker
and-Randy Hutchens was ranked third
speaker. Johnny Brinkley received first
plate-Speaker award for Jtintor Varetydebate.
the Laker Speech and Debate team
will travel to Trigg County next
Saturday in hopes of winning the Trigg

Invitational for the second consecutive
year.
Calloway is coached by Larry
.England.

Calloway Chapter
Largest In State
The-Calloway Co.-High Speech Team
has been notified by ."The Rostrum," a
nationwide ,magazine published by the
National Forensic League, that the
team is the largest chapter in the state
of Kentucky and ranks 53rd out of
approximately_ _ .1200
chapters
throughout the United States.
Calloway's speech team is a member of
the National Forensic I..eague with 165
members and degrees.
Over the past -stXears rallOWly'S.speech team under the direction of
Larry England has grown from a very
small 14 members, to the largest
chapter in Kentucky.

Loan Rates On Fire-Cured
Tobacco Crop Announced
Grade loan rates for the 1976 crop for air-cured crop .will be around 900,000
Kentucky fire-cured tobacco have been pounds.
announced by the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco will be offered in the usual
Tobacco Growers Association.
manner and price .supports will be
The loan rates are based on an
available-- to cooperating growers
average level of support of 74.1 cents through the association using the
per pound, about 13.6 per cent more services and facilities of auction
than the 1975 crop, a spokesman said. warehouses, the spokesman added.
The grade loan rates range from 46
Mariteting cards must be preiseited_to_
entSto $7117 per potin7-.
--"'"tfie auction warihouses where tobacco
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
is sold in order to receive prompt
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers settlement, he added.
Association said that an active market
Open dates for dark air-cured
is expected this year. The crop in the
tobacco will be announced in the near
Western District*estimated at around ,hiture. Opening_ dates for dark-tired
5.1 million pounds for dirk-fired
tobacco sales will be early in January
tobacco and it is expected that the dark '1977.

GREGG SMITH SINGERS TO APPEAR HERE—The Gregg Smith Singers, an internationally-recognized vocal group,
sal-appear in concert Wednesday at 8:1,5 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus. The
concert is sponsored by the Murray Civic Music Association and is a "bonus" concert for this year according to a
spokesman-tor MCMA. featuring a repertoire varying from renaissance to contemporary musk, the Gregg Smith
Singers have Wcm three grammy awards for musical excellence and made numerous (oast-to-(oast tours in the U.
S. during the past fff years.
Aoreezezzw,-

Calloway County The Garden Spot Of The World Says 'Miss Koska'
By RACHEL FLORA
Calloway Co. Public Relations
"Of all the places I've been, I still
consider Calloway County the garden
spot of the world." After having
• traveled all over the world, Mrs. W. S.
t.. 1Koska) Jones is indeed paying a great
•
tribute to Calloway County.
Born in 1888 and turning 88 this year,
•'Miss Kosice," as she is fondly known
by her many friends and former
students, is still extremely active and
well-versed on current issues, and, like
her name is a most unique person.
Miss Koska was born and reared riot
far from "Hillcresti' the house she
occupies now, on the Tennessee side of
State Line Road in southern Calloway
County. She moved to her present home
after a tragic fire several years ago
that destroyed her house.
"When I entered high school, I rode
the train from Hazel to Murray to 'attend the Male and Female Institute
Murray High School).I boarded with a

.•

family in Murray and was able to go
home about every four weeks," she
said. Since Miss Koslca's mother and
three of her aunts were school teachers,
it was naturally assumed that she, too,
would become a teacher.
After her graduation -from high
school, Miss Koska was granted a
certificate to enable her to teach school.
"Nineteen-o-five was a busy year for
me," she recalls, "I graduated from
high school, started teaching and got
married." So, in 1905 she began a-long
career of teaching and influencing the
lives of.tmndreds of young people in
four states.'
Miss Koska received her bachelor's
degree in social science and English
from Murray Normal School (Murray
State University) and her master's in
social science education from the
University of Kentucky. She has also
done additional graduate work at Duke
University. Even though she has had a
great deal of formal education, Miss
'

Mrs. W.S.(Koska)Jews
Koska believes that, ."Education is a
continuing procTss and even today, I

still learn and am being eclucated."
- She has taught on the grade, h
ght
school and university levels. She
in Kentucky and Tennessee before
moving to teaching positions in Arizona
and Texas. After her husband's death in
1947, Miss Koska movedback "home."
Speaking glowingly of past experiences of her long and rich life, she
says that many of her most memorable
experiences have concerned former
students. She tells of a particular. incident about a young boy who refused to
smile because of his bad teeth. Miss
Koska took him to the dentist to,have
his teeth fixed and the boy credits her
'with changing his life. Giving of what
she has to others seems to be the
driving force behind this remarkable
woman.
students range from
Her fo
university p sidents to ministers and
often stop by to keeher when they are in
the area? She knows now by their
reactions-that many of her efforts as a

-40,0NOMpos-ap4

acher paid off, "And,that is one of the
most fulfilling feelings I could have."
This._ incomparable woman's admirers include not only former
students, but most of the people she has
had contact with over the years. Among
these are Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, who says,"She isjust
kfantastic person."
Taking time out from her teaching
and travels, she still had time to be. a
good wife to "Mr. Jones," as she affectionately remembers her husband,
and mother to her three children. Her
children die:-Will Rex Jones, a retired
businessman who lives in Knoxville;
Marguerite Terrell who resides in
Paducah and Sam Bruce Jones is a
chaplain in the United States Army in
Nashville. In addition, she has three
grandchildren and twelve greatgrandchildren.
When asked whatshe does to occupy
her time since her retirement, .Miss

$„412S41!tialtAWOmMe4,a.L2i...-

Koska replied that she only retired at
night. An avid reader, she is well-read
on -a variety of subjects. She also,
travels, gives book reviews to groups.
teaches a Sunday School class and
women's study courses and -rounds otit-..N
her spare .time with her horses and .
collie dogs.
Hesitant to talk about the honors she
has received over the years, she did
mention that she graduated from .
Murray Normal School with high
honors and that she was named as the
WOodmen 'if the World's Woman of the
"Year. Miss Koska is adamant, though,
about her greatest honor being the only
living charter member of the Hazel
Methodist Church.
Summing up her philosophy of life,
Miss Koska said that, "I believe firmly
in the Parable of Talents: Make use of
your talents.or abilities." "It's a sin not
to," she added. It is obvious that she
has lived bya this rule, greatly influencing the INes she has touched.

•
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mitt COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, November 9

Monday,November 8

Certified public secretary
Murray's League of Women
session will be at seven
study
United
the
at
meet
Voters will
Cainpus Ministry at eight p.m. p. m. in. Recital Hall Annex,

Fine Arts Center, MSU,
Murray
sponsored
by
Rangers and Rangerettes of Chapter, National Secretaries
WOW will have a pizza party Association.
at Paghai's from 6:30 to 7:30
First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at nine a. m.; II with
Mrs. R. W. Churchill at ten a.
m.; III with Mrs. Bailey
Riggins at two p. m.; Bea
Walker with Mrs. Charles
Hale at 7:30 p. m.

Russell's chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Martha Crass.
-Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.

Ellis Center will be open
Recovery, Inc., will meet at from ten a. m. to three p. m.
First
at
7:30
p.m.
for Senior Citizens. Loss of
Presbyterian Church, Main hearing and screening tests
àid 16th Streets.
will be during morning with
band practice at one p.m.
Sigma Iprment, Murray
Woman's Club, ill meet at
Dexter Senior Citizens will
7:30 p.m. at thek&b house have their Thanksgiving
with the program tobe on potluck luncheon at noon at
"Panhandler Magic."
the Dexter Community
•
Ceo.er.
Coldwater United Methodist
Homemakers Clubs will
Church Women will meet at
meet as folloWs: Paris Road
seven p.m. at church.
with Alice Steely'at eleven a.
First District Farm Bureau m., Countryside with Linda
King and Queen contests will Beane at ten a. m., Coldwater
be from five to ten pm.in the with Linda Newsome-and New
Student Center auditorium, Providence with Sylvia
Puckett, both at one p. m.,and
MSU.
Stars and Stripes at Extension
Quad-State Choral Festival Office at seven p. m.
for high school choirs,
Ruth Warren BYW,Sinking
directed by Prof. Robert
Baar, will meet during the day Spring Baptist Church, will
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU, meet with Carolyn Carroll at
with public performance at seven p. m.
seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
Monday, November 8
433 Order of the Eastern Star
Calloway Band Boosters will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
will meet at seven p. m. at the Masonic Hall.
band room of Calloway County
High School.
Murray TOPS •Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Tuesday, November 9
Cliurch at seven p. m.
United Methodist Women
Bazaar will be open from 10
am. to 4 p.m. _at the First

United Methodia -Church-.
Lunch will be served from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Visit the eight
different booths and shop for
Christmas.
Murray Quota Club vill
meet at noon at Triangle Inn.:
First Christian Church CWF
Groups will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Woodfin Hutson at
ten a. m. with program by
Mrs. Ken Kellar; IV with Mrs.
Dan McKeel at 7:30 p. m. with
program by Mrs. Michael
Holton.
Recital of Faculty Brass
Trio will be at 8:15 p. m. in
Farrell Recital Hall,Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Exhibitions of jigsaw
paintings by Ron Issacs, Richmond, and by several artists
submitting entries in an invitational drawing show will
be at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU,through November 28.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1976
Look in the section in which with the long-range view in
your birthday comes and find mind, and take past experience
what your outlook is, according into consideration. What's
expedient may not be the best,„
to the stars.
course.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 0100
Your judgment is usually
Jupiter influences now
more than keen enough to help stimulate your interests and
in handling difficult situations, leanings, and your personality
but it may need some sharp- should make itself felt in the
ening now, when you COULD right places. A day for adface unusual complications.
vancement!
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your intuition, foresight and
Stubborn insistence on
sticking to old practices without reflexes should be at a peak
By Abigail Van Buren
regard for new and more fitting now, but don't let periods of
s 197664 Chicago Tribune-14 V News Synd 00
lethargy
or
cause
indifference
ones could be a big drawback
good
influences.
you to offset
now. Look forward!
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
DEAR READERS: A reader wrote that her husband's
i Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 72 to June 21)
24-year-old brother, "a nice young man," was their houseDon't become flustered over
With a little ingenuity, you
guest. They had all planned to go out that evening, but the
can make a bright new place for ticklish situations. Your good
man and wife were leaving earlier, so the housegueet would
yourself now. Use a practical judgment should tell you how to
have been left to shower and dress while a 13-year-old
arena for trying out ideas overcome. And your innate
neighbor girl sat with the children.
before putting them into effect. sense of humor will help you to
melt opposition.
The wife demanded that the brother-in-law shower and
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23)
dress quickly and leave the house with them so he and the
X
In all endeavors, consider the (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
young sitter wouldn't be alone in the house. The brother-inAn average day, yet some
long-range view. Don't put a lot
law was insulted and the husband thought his wife was
for
furthering
opportunities
of time and effort into un- new
crazy.
dertakings which seem to spell your interests will be available
She asked my opinion, and I said she owed the young Man
immediate success but have no - some hidden, some fairly
an apology. I received 289 letters telling me I was wrong!
clear. Listen and look carefully.
lasting value.
Not one letter in my defense! I then asked my readers if
LEO
there wasn't somebody out there who agreed with me. The
1
. YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44
response was heartwarming, but my mailman isn't
lively
with
a
Highly benefic solar , in- blessed
speaking to me. Letters poured in by the thousands, and
fluences now stimulate business imagination, a fine intellect,
I'm pleased to report that My mail is running about 300 to
and financial matters, indicate extraordinary will power and
ane in my favor. Here's a sampling of the responses:
new opportunities to further tremendous potentials for
success. As with many others of
worthwhile goals.'
the-Scorpioborn, you are a - - DEAR ABBY: I'm in the V.S. Navy and all the guys
VIRGO
aboard the carrier MIDWAY agree with me that you were
natural leader and often chafe
(Aug, 24 to Sept. 23) r(1"
r Olt. Hang in there, Abby.
Influences favorable in part, under orders. Try to curb this
but day willrequire more effort, trait since you MUST realize
MARK,S.C.: U.S. NAVY
steady application of your skills that there are many stepping
the
top
ItEAR ABBY: Putt in your horns. You're wrong. No man
and knowledge. Cooperation stones before you reach
-and many others on the steps
is a good man. In the back of his mind is always the thought
with others vital.
immediately above you. You
LIBRA
of what he can get off a woman. This includes fathers,
WILL reach the top in time
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
stepfathers, brothelts.a uncles, neighbors and your best
Care needed in scientific and since your ambition and
tr,Pnd's husband.
technical matters. If you step determination are relentless.
CAREFUL IN HOUSTON
knowingly, however, you can You could especially succeed in
business or finance; in
net fine gains.
DEARABBY: We are a retired couple who commend you
literature, science or the law SCORPIO
for pointing out to your opponents the paranoia, suspicion
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ritePr' as your leanings and education
and-evil-mindedness of their views. You have our 1000 per
Carefully evaluate future dictate. Birthdate of: Mark
cent support.
philosopher.
Akenside,
poet,
moves and plans. Take action
MR. AND MRS. J. C. T., OAK BLUFFS, MASS.

More on Sitter and
The Single Man

xma

LIBRARY NOTES

AMERICA IS 200 YEARS OLD
AYNSLEY IS 201 YEARS OLD

and did a lot of babysitting, a little 10-year-old boy actually
made a pass at me!
BORED IN BRATTELBORO
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr , Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
-How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (24t) envelope.

Betty Boston Speaks, Luncheon
Meeting Of Alpha Department

.• UltRAY
IliZiP2M1

Mrs. Betty Boston was the
speaker at the luncheon
meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
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In hopes of making
Halloween , a little more exciting with more treating than
tricking, the Murray High
School Teens Who Care Club
sponsored a Halloween pariy
for exceptional children on
October 21st.
Spooks and Goblins could be
seen at the high school, running to and fro playing games
and having fun.
Members from classes of
Mrs. Betty Wagar and Mr,
Susan Hargrove enjoyed the
fun with members from the
Teens Who Care Club sharing
their Halloween spirit.
Games were led by Bobbie
Smith, club president, and
refreshments were served.
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Mary Ray Oaken
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November 12 - 14
7:30 p. m.

1.'11

9 15

Children Here

Almo Church
of Christ

CAV,12:1)

730

Hold Party For

Gospel
Meeting

MOVIES IN MURRAY

64150 Bus Rt

Teens Who Care

were set up for the Bingo
games. Many variations of
Bingo were played and winners enjoyed selecting their
prizes from a wide selection of
items placed in the center of
the room.
Dr. Pete Ryan and Dr.
Donald Jones,husbands of two
of the Zeta members, added
much to the evening by serving as Bingo Caller and
Checker.
Hostesses served popcorn,
cookies and lemonade during
the entire evening to the
players. Hostesses were Mrs.
Donald Jones, Mrs. Elsie
Kivett,1 Mrs. Otis Erwin, Miss
Madelyn Lamb, Mrs. William
Barker, and Mrs.. Henry
Holton.
The November meeting will
be the "Rise and Shine"
Breakfast-at the Holiday Inn
on November 18.

1.•••• NON••••••0
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I Thru Wed. I

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday evening, October 28,
at the club house.
Mrs. Marshall Jones conducted a short business
meeting. A report was given
on the Read-A-Thon Project
for benefit of Mentally
Retarded Citizens.
Zetas and their guests
gathered around tables that

In"

At The.,.. Theatre•

641 No Bus Rt

Department Of Woman's Club

FRANKFORT,Ky.- Mary
Our Hostess'
Ray Oaken of Cadiz has been
Gifts and InDEAR ABBY: Here's one Lutheran pastor who hopes appointed as a member of the
yuu get some support for your trusting attitude. If not, state Personnel Board by Gov.
formation are
don't, worry. Your advice is helpful even when its not Julian Carroll. She is the first
the Key to Your
• popular. ,
New Community
woman in the history of the
a.
W.W. WARRENTON,TEX.
Freed-Hardeman
Mrs. Kathryn OVV611011
•
board to serve on it.
Pbsomy 7334529
Associates will meet at the
10.:Oaken WTIITSerVe the
5k•FrkftY.
trtiles-TIFTS:
Year-old
girt
University Church of ChriW
From Margaret Trevethon
the 24 year-old man was a potential rapist. I cannot agree remainder of an unexpired
Annex at seven p. m.
that they could not have been trusted alone together. I term ending Jan. 12, 1977. She
strongly suspect that those %%tiro wrote to protest could not replaces Robert Dowell of
The Murray Alumnae
New books at the Calloway
MY FRIEND, MY LOVER, ,themselves be trusted in that situation -the old Edmonton who resigned from
%dm
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota County Public Library include by Colleen and Louis Evans, psychologiCal phenomenon of ''projection."
the board.
will meet at the home of Mrs. the following:
Jr, Revell.
J McCANN
Richard Farrell, 1304 Poplar
GYMNASTICS FOR GIRLS,
prot
ColleenrwiAend
EVans
DEAR ABBY: If I had been the housegtiest,I'd have inStreet, at 7:30p.m.
by Frank Ryan. Viking.
was a
iAing Hollywood formed
my sister-in-law that she needn't worry about my
A compiled study of the actress until she Met Louis
alleged depravity anymore because she wouldn't be seeing
Lions Club Radio Auction skills required of the female Evans and gave up her movie me again unless I received an apology.
will start at 6:30 p.m. on Radio gymnast, using step-by-step career for a life she has found
JACK L.G. IN SAN DIEGO
photographs and complete to be much more satisfying.
Station WNBS.
instructions.
DEAR ABBY: Sorry, you're wrong. If there's a one-in -aTHEN GOD CREATED
RARE AND BEAUTIFUL GRANDPARENTS AND IT million chance that the sitter could be molested, it wouldn't
Wednesday,NoveMber 10
be worth the risk. Back down, Abby.
Arts and Crafts Club will GUNS,by Galahad Books.
WAS GOOD, by Charlie
FATHER OF THREE,SEATTLE
Written by a team of ex- Shedd. Doubleday.
have a breakfast at 9:30 a.m.
at Perkins Pancake House perts, this book discusses the
The author offers advice on
DEARI ABBY: Whatever
to the principle. "Inwith Mrs. B. H. Cooper as historical aspect along with how you can be a good one and nocent until proven guilty?"happened
Stick to your guns! I'm 83 and
the development of the gun.
hostess.
have a good time while you read you daily.
THE LIFE GIVERS, by are at it. The book contains
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
Homemakers Clubs will David Hendin. Morrow.
many photographs and
The stories of six con- anecdotes of grandparents
DEAR ABBY: I must vote against you, Abby. I'm also
meet as follows: South
guessing that you have no daughters-only sons.
L. D. Willis, Speaker
Pleasant Grove with Mrs. temporary doctors whose and children.
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
Hilda Orr at 9:30 a.m., Harris contributions have changed
THE LORMES OF CASTLE
Cherokee, Alabama
Grove with Mrs. Nova Lee the way we think and live.
RISING, by Fanny Cradock.
DEAR ORLEANS: Guess again. 1 have one of each.
Wendt and Pottertown at SPORTS IN AMERICA, by
Dutton.
Colonial House Smorgasbord, James A. Michener. Random.
Li;e at -Castle Rising is . DEAR ABBY: What's this world coming to? If that wife
One of America's best- lavish, replete with love af- can't trust her own brother-in-law with a 13-year-old kid,
both at ten a.in., New Concord
with Hazel Manley at eleven selling authors now turns to
fairs, banquets, scandals, •what makes her think she can trust her own husband?
a.m., and Pacers at 9:30 a.m., America's most popular
APPALLED IN CHICAGO
foxhunts, and tragedies as
pasttime in a book concerning
place not announced.
both family and staff display
DEAR ABBY: I doubt that a 24-year-old man would
almost the entire spectrum of the excitement of the landed
have any interest in a 13-year-old girl, It's the immature
Largest Selection
sportsin this country.
nobility of the Edwardian era. boys you have to watch out for. When I was 18 years old

9cfsE

All Seats ,
One Dollar

Bingo Party Held By The Zeta

EATAY

A4
'541INDuSTI
•
WPM AO t....1$
Gene I,

We're celebrating with
THE FIRST 20% OFF SALE
in Aynsley's glorious history
ByPass The ShoWcase 7534541

Betty Boston
Woman's Club held on
Saturday, October 23, at noon
at the club house.
"Is Investing For Me'was
the subject of Mrs. Boston's
talk in which she gave
examples of the difference
between taking a risk and
taking a chance. "We,take
chances willingly when there
are worthwhile possibilities,
and money invested should be,
•

that which we have that is not
needed for saily expenses?'
she said.
Mrs. Boston explained the
desirability of discussing
investment needs with those
to
trained
advise-particularly with those
receiving a large sum from
inheritance or retirement. She
said that mutual funds today
represent the fastest growing
investment medium in the
nation. "Many of these
shareholders cited their objectives
were
future
retirement income, an
education fund for the
children, and the building of
an estate," she said.
Her program closed with a
question and answer period by
, the members.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, vicechairman, presided and introduced Mrs. Boston, a
representative of I. M. Simon
and Company.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Daniel Ftodden,
Mrs. Helen Hodges, and Mrs.
Diuguid.
Madge
Arrangements of chrysanthemums were used as
decorations for the tables.

of

"Hummel" Figurines
Letter to Santa Claus
Big House Cleaning
Mischief Maker
A Fair Measure
:Little Gabriel
. Street Singer
and
Many More

Meditation

Layaway
. Now
For
Christmas
Also Books
and
Calendars

The Shacase
Bonk Americard

Mote,' Chortie

•
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Low Discount
Price

Pamper Your Hair
• Style Between Set
Touch-Ups

Gift of Glamour
4 Separate Light Settings
Dual Swivel Mirror
Regular or Magnified

The Gift He'll Remember
Every Morning!
Hot, Moist Shave Cream!
Uses Over 30 Leading
Brands of Shave Cream
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3-Way Speedsetter
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Sets Hair with Mist,
Conditioner or Dry

Say-Rite's
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Power-Pro
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Professional-Style
Pistol Dryer

So

•Hang-up Ring
For Storage

Power Pro

L
MODE

1200 Watt Dryer
With Attachment

Mist Curler

•1000 Watts
•4 Heat Settings
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Pro 2

Say-Rite's
Low
Discount
Price
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*Jumbo Roller Comb
•Non-tifek-ffarref *Wave Comb

•

$2522

t $1688
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Delux Can Opener/
Knife Sharpener

Varible Speed Portable
Mixer

Handy 2 in 1 Appliance
"Hands-Free" Operation

GE's Most Powerful
Portable Mixer
.Varibble Speeds Plus Extra
Power at Your Fingertips

Say-Rite's
Low
Discount
Price

III

•

$1688

Say-Rite's
Low Discount
Price

988

Exclusive Brew
Control Dispenser
Lets You Adjust Amount
of Ground Coffee From
Mild to Strong.

1688
DCM2)

II

Self Clean II

-411IIIMP"mi•
"Special" Custom Electric

IS

Longer Steam Life
GE Double Non-Stick Coated Sole Plate
Helps Prevent Starch Build-Up

Carve Like a Pro
You Simply Guide It
It Does The Work!

I!
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II
II

Steam and Dry Iron

Slicing Knife

II
II

Say-Rite's
Low
Discount
Price

Uses Most
Tap Water

Say-Rite's
Low Discount
Price

1688

(` No.I in steam)
life

$2488
F218HRT

EK15
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Open
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Daily
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Phone 753-8304

Your General
DISCOM PaITG CEITHS Electric Headquarters
Prices good Hire Sat., Nor. 13
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Editorial.. And opinionated artit Ir. on this page an- prrwnted for
triropurpme
pros µfang a (Ong, for tlw free vaitanitif ddirting
opinion, letter, to the editor in response to editorial-. and
k.pti11141Alt,1 al111 It, are eflt oat ragt,1
111, ellItOrN of Um..nrovap,r stroongli
to- Itt•tt• that to Itiiitt
opinotnated Arlo les to tail) thoAr %Nit parratiel (hr editorial
*Alter iioxikl be a dissenter to ow reader.
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MSU Schedule,
Of Events

Lost And Found: One Hour
Hurrah for us in this area
We gained an hour it seems
There is oneproblem coming
We will lose it again next spring

That old moon keeps shining
Still hanging right up there
Makingthe nights so beautiful
Spreading moonbeams everywhere

Agree Or Not

Story Signals
Investigations

e

Wednesday,Nov.10
Area teachers will have an op•
By S. C. Van Caron'
portunity to learn how to use a
VAN CURON
Where does that lost hour go each year,
We really don'tappreciate
parachute in a variety of activities in
FRANKFORT - A new day may
Carroll-appointed
panel
The
Is it hiding around some place,
This hour we lost - then gained
the preschool and elementary
have dawned in the openess of state
recommended
that the state exercise
Like a ghost haunting a castle,
Because we only know so well
classroom at a meeting of the
government after Ray Cohn, and Don
its option to send a 90-day cancellation
Ready to leap back into place?
It's just a plan of some lame brain.
Association of Childhood Education at 7
Walker, reporters for the Lexington
notice, but retained the privilege of
p.m. in Room 105 of the Early
Herald, broke the story about a cozy
reclining the cancellation if the' inWhat some would give if only they could Man wants so much to change things
Childhood Education Building.
lease agreement some Lexington investigations show the lease is in the
Control the moon and sun
In the world our God created
The Murray Civic Music Association
terests and a Frankfort businessman
best interests of the state.
Powerful as scientists are
If he doesn't watch about nuclear power
will present the Gregg Smith Singers at
had with the state.
McClure said the lease was
That is one thing can't be done
We shall all soon be cremated.
8:15 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
They broke the story about the lease
negotiated under the emergency
Admission is by association memof the old James E. Pepper distillery
provisions of the state, but the panel
The sun keeps rising in the east
bership and student identification
warehouse lease in Lexington in which
could not find a suitable explanation
Maryliz Ryan
And setting in the west
cards.
the state agreed to pay $320,000 plus per
that the emergency existed.
1621 Olive St.
Regardless of how wise men get
Thursday,Friday and Saturday
year in rental money for property
Thepanel also asked that the state
Murray,Ky.
It's true that God knows best
November 12,13 and 14
purchased at just about $14,000 more
advertise for bids for warehouse
An intercollegiate rodeo will be
than the first year's rental payments.
property and turn the bids over to a
presented in the Livestock Show and
The lease has options of five years.
three-member panel of realtors
Exposition Center with sessions at 2
The strange thing about the lease was
recommended by the Fayette...County
and 7:30 p.m.each day.
that it was signed by Finance ComBoard of Realtors.
Exhibitions opening in the Clara M.
missioner Russell McClure without
The realtors are to inspect the Pepper
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts Center
advertising for bids. On top of that the
IT SEEMS T6Ui...
warehouse and property submitted in
Federal level
include weavings by Marcia Samples,
Development Land Company of
Picking the best presidential canother bids following the advertisement.
U S Sen Welter Dee Muddleston ID)
Creek; drawings and paintings by
Fern
Lexington took title to the property
didate from the debates is like trying to
3327 Dirksen Building
This three-Member panel will then
David Ribar, Louisville; and paintings
Washington, D. C 20510
from Schenley Distillers the same day
*- choose the best bacon through the little
make recommendations to the
by
David R.Helton, Nashville,Tenn.
4.
the lease was signed,October 1.
window in the package.
governor's,appointed panel. Carroll has
U S. Sen. Wendell M Ford (0)
Saturday,Nov.13
In the first three years, under terms
The nice thing about seeing the
said he will follow these recom4121 Dirksen Building
The 6th annual Murray State
of the lease, the property owners stand ..mendations.
candidates
close
up_an TV is that_if
Washington, D. C, 20510
-Chemistry Scholarship - Toiktiament
the ell/ince of triphng the money on-anybody says something stupid, you
It should be pointed out that
will be held from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. in
their investment. The lease has a • Development Land Company also has a
can be sure it's sincere.
U S Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr ID)
the Blackburn Science Building. Four
423 Canon Mouse Office Building
clause giving the state the opportunity • right to submit a bid,
Running for president costs millions.
James Gantt, Kim Smith, Ralph
scholarships, ranging from $200 to $400,
Washington D C. 20515
to cancel it with a 90-day notice, but
In this period of inflation, it's nice to Tesseneer III, Sammy Collins, Bob
The governor's panel noted'that no
will be awarded.
All U S Senators and Representatives
some leases call for 8 30-day notice,
know that there are still things money
law
has been violated as far as it has
Alsup,
Garrison,
Rogers,
Beth
Gayle
may be reached by telephone by dialing
A workshop in dramatic techniques
which some departments claim is the
can buy.
been able to determine, but that
Sheila Stallons, Marcia Hayes, Susan
202 224 3121 where a U S Capitol
high
for
school
students will be held in
standard lease. But there are
The Office Cynic says to try to look at
McClure's action did violate the
operator will connect you with the of•
Easterly, Vickie Cavitt, Christine
the University Theatre, beginning at 8
the bright side. Only one of them can
variations of the cancellation period.
governor's announced policy that bids
',r,o1 of your choice
Kodman, Lawrence Anderson, and
It
a.m.
is
open
to
all high school
win.
State Auditor George Atkins jumped
for rental property must be advertised
Robert Blalock of Murray University
State level
students in the region.
on the revelations and started an inAnd no matter who wins, the chances School won high ratings in the Interbefore a deal is struck.
State Sen. Richard Weisenbereer ID)
are the Inner Circle is going to be
vestigation in his department,and Gov.
It will be interesting to learn how the
scholastic Speech Meet held at Paris,
State Capitol !Wilding
square.
Julian Carroll soon appointed a fivethree separate investigations turn out.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
Tenn.
member panel, including Atkins, to
It's-easy to understand the,debates.
or
Pictured working on the constitution
Deaths reported include Jessie T.
Route 7 MayfELId. By 42066
Facts are what your candidate is
investigate the terms and cirand by-laws for the Murray-Calloway
Cook,age 66,and Amos Boyd,age 80.
Letter To The Editor
pointing out. Rhetoric is what the other
cumstances under which the property
County Teen Club are Dr. Rob Mason,
Mr.and Mrs.Emmet Erwin observed
State Rep Kenneth C. Imes (D1
guy is indulging in.
was
reased.
Gov.
Julian
Carroll
said
he
• their 60th wedding anniversary on
Paul Jerry Lee,Pat Beale, Bette Carole
State Capitol Building .
They decided that in the last debate,
didn't know anything about the -lease,
Lassiter, Lochie Bell Overbey,' Jody
October 7.
Frankfort., 4.40601
'•
neither candidate won. The rostrums
and said he would folio* the recornOr
Shoemaker, Melissa Sexton, Mrs. G. B.
Births reported include a boy, Karl
tied for first place.
rnendationsof the panel: 201 S. 3rd St., Murray. Ky. 42071
Scott, Jerry Don Neale, Norman Hale,
Wade, to Mr.and Mrs.Don Simmons on
_
Named to 'the panel are Atty. Gen.
Mrs.
Rob
November 4.
Mason, Tommy Carraway,
State Rep. Lloyd C Clapp Dl
Robert S. Stephens, Cabinet Secretary
Mrs.
George
Kirk
Cecil
Rev.
of
the
Wesley
Hart,
EIVAPERS
0Th
SAY
and
Mrs.
Arthur
$tsseCepiteileittlioe
Jackson White,Agrictiltnre Coin- _
Murray,--spoketet- the - Fitts.
Frankfort Ky 40601
A smile Is a -curved line that
missioner Thomas 0. Harris, U.K. vice
John Clendenon of Alm° is-tow Soil
meeting of the WSCS of the Martin's
straightens out many things. - Farm
president Jack Blanton and Atkins.
P. 0 Box 85 Wingo, Ky. 42060
Conservation Aid at the' Calloway
Chapel Methodist Church.
Bureau Spokesman.
Dear Editor:
Atkins refused to serve, preferring to
County Soil Conservation office '
Our Rotary,Iniernational Bazaar was
conduct
his
own
investigation
as a
Murray High School seniors'playing
a success because of the fine publicity
constitutional officer.
in their last football gameon November
we had,/ ,
I Let's Stay Well
The State Journal then editorially
t9 will be Wells Purdom, Jr.,'Jimmy
Yod certainly went overboard in
upon
called
the
Franklin
County
grand
Futrell, Robert Spann, Neale Sykes,
running news stories, pictures, and
jury to investigate the deal. The grand
John Koertner, Willoughby, Mansfield
even the classifieds.
jury began its investigation Wednesday
Farmer, Mike Fanner, Walter Mayer,
I have never seen it equaled
morning and has called several persons
David Gage, Jerry Buchanan, Glin
anywhere,.and as club president, I want
from the state to testify.
Breweer, NelSon Shroat, and Carl
to thank you on behalf of the entire
At its first meeting last Wednesday, membership.
By FJ.L Blasingame. MD.
the investigative panel appointed by the
Shr
hrrst.. George E. Overbey was the
Sincerely,
governor agreed to replace Atkins by a
leader for the program on "The United
Ray Mofield, President
wonders
if
this
condition
has not been
By F.J.L. BLASINGAME,M.D.
certified public accountant recom• Health. For example,federal funds for
Nations" at the meeting ot the First
Murray Rotary Club
The newest institute of the 11-unit the new 1 unit is under $30 milltorrfot7 overlooked for years by her daughter's
mended by the CPA LicensureBoard.
Methodist Church WSCS.
(physicia
n
and
teachers.
National Institutes of Health is the
1977, compared to $685 million for the
A: While myopia (nearsightedness
National Institute of Aging. It was National Cancer Institute for that year.
established two years ago, and its
Some researchers want the principal usually is regarded as an inherited
director, psychiatrist Robert Butler, portion of the new institute's budget to condition, it seldom develops in
was selected earlier this year.
I pray for them... for they are
be spent on the psychological and preschool years and generally is
The Murray Ledger a Tomes is
by corners. 51 25 per month. payable on
Speaking recently at a meeting of the sociological aspects Of aging, while suddenly noticed between 8 and 12 thine. John 17:9.
published every afternoon except Sun.
advance By mail in Calloway County
American Aging Association in' others favor emphasis on the biological years of age. The amount of myopia
days July 4, Christmas Day. New Years
What a joy to know that Our
ant:Ito Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedalia
Washington, Director Butler observed, aspects. Apparently, Dr. Butler favors and its rate of development varies
Day and Thanksgiving .by Murray
and Forrnington. .Ky
and Paris.
Priest
is
High
ever
in
pryaer
for
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
"Aging is the one biological condition
Buchanan ond Puryear, Tenn $15 00
the latter, though he agrees that both considerably in different persons and
all
those
belong-to-Him.
who
Who
Ky 4207-f
may continue changing until the late
per year By mail to tither disfinclisans,
common to all.
approaches need research.
--lat94tOper year
—Aaarntirg-tii-a §ummary in Science
--Siuffielto
-fie undertaken soon inchI& teen years. In -adtdr-tile; myopia-1W- -owns -your-life?-Is--Jebus praying
Second Class Postage Paid at, Murray
Member of Associated Press. KenNews, he also noted,"We have reached
senility (affecting 500,000 Americans, sists but is relatively stable. Your child for you?
Ky 42071
tucky Press Association ond Southern
probably
develop
elf
a point where there are 300 million "thinning of bone" or osteoporosis
myopia about the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas serve,•
Newspaper Publishers Associotion
Four Keys to A Healthy Heart
retired people in the advanced (troubling 14 million women in our time it was first noted in her case.
nations."
•
nation), effects of exercise, and
Q:
Mrs.
C.
V.
Leveling criticism at the faculties of
wants
information
nutrition.
regarding the number of cases of child
modern medical schools, Dr. Butler
"It is important," says Dr. Butler, abuse occurring annually
believes that only a meager number of
in the United
faculty members have expertise in the "that the public realizes that there is a States.
process of aging." The new institute
A: According to a recent article in the
progress of aging and how to care for
si)crii IN A SERIES
General of the U.S. Public
will study this process rattier than American Journal
the aged. Yet he believes that the need
of Diseases of
Health Service. Which declared
particular
diseases affecting the older Children, published by the
Blakeslee
Alton
By
for helping older peoplecope with aging
American
smoking is bad for health.
population.
Stamler,
M.D.
Jeremiah
and
Medical Association, child abuse and
is "enormous." Hence, the U. S.
Subsequently came a ban on
The Institute of Aging is off to a good neglect are now
It is so easy to do. and keep doCongress created the new institute
TV and radio-advertising of cigareported in about
cigaret.te.
lighting
...
It
ing
a
rettes,and the printing of a warnbecause of the unmet needs of the beginning, but it will be several years 300,000 cases annually. Of these, apseem's casual. debonair, "satis:
before the benefits of its research will proximately 60,000
ing on each pack of cigarettes
senior population.
children have inbecome.a
it
tying.- And
can
saying smoking is hazardous to
juries of consequence with 6,000 of them
Financial support.for the National be noted.
compelling habit. It '.'scratches
health.
-suffering permanent brain damage and
the itch- in your lungs that the
Institute of Aging by Congress is
Many people responded to the
Q: Mrs. M.S. writes that she recently 2,000 dying. The
smoking created in the first
relatively meager at this time when
cost of managing a
cautions. Some 100.000 Ameriwas told that her 9-year-old daughter child with a
Swedish
doctor
one
as
Place.
comparedlo the budget of pertain other
severly damaged brain -is
can physicians have quit smokputs it._
was found lo be nearsighted: She about 2700,000 in
ing, and most are advising their
units of the National Institutes of
a lifetime.
Cigarette smoking also gives
patients to do likewise_
you a two to six titneSgrOater
And in the last 20 years. some
risk of a heart attack than non20 million American men have
smokers fiCe
said farewell to cigarettes.
- For neffrh;. 15 years. that mesAmerican
sage has. been -becoming ever many Years, and whether you--h. women who don t smoke ciga- less well on women are doing
this score. Still
rettes.
hale
more cleario
smoking, they are devetoping
Men aged 30 to 59 who smoke The earlier one
1954. an American
in
Back
starts smokCertain viruses (for example. research
cancer at a higher rate than
the University 91 compared with social-clatsCancer Society Study of 190.000 about a pack cigarettes- a day ing.,the higher becomes the rel- lung
German measles) are known to Alabama inat Birmingham,
ever befttre. And there is an adMrs.K.T.
disit
run
Q.
csstic
asks
twice
the
risk
of
having
a
69
50
rang
to
a
first
'aged
whose
flien
matched controls born in the
ative risk of collision with a ditive effect between smoking
have damaging effects by infectease of the breasts is related to
were summarized re- same hospitals
hind bell of warning Death heart attack as non-sm"okers heart _attack, various studies and the contraceptive
ing the fetus, especially in the findings
pill in incancer
breast.
of
the
And
smoking
more
than
prematurely
a
pack
to
a
cently
Medical
cigarette
in
News,
World
comes
These studies point tcr the fact
show Young men end women creasing the risk of heart attack
first three months of pregnanc)! itire'
day
triples
their
chances.
acin
every
About
found.
1,000
2.5
in
per
babies
smokers.
it
that CMV infections are not alare heading for trouble, with and other blood clotting inIf other common viruses(like inA:Cystic disease and cancer ot
cent of these too-soon deaths oc- cording to pooled results of five risk compounded by other fac- cidents,
fluenza) infect a woman during low-income families may have ways harmless and can be
breast
the
are
separate
disease.
especially after age IS
major
studies
of
middle-aged
curred because of lung cancer
tors, such as high blood pressure or 40.
pregnancy,they are less likely to impaired hearing from CMV in- severely , damaging.
Cystic disease is thought bY %Mt'
,
men.
!returns.
These
came.
may
be
per
apnot
50
vent
about
But
So
far,
no
effective
prevention
and
high
cause any harm to the fetus.
blood cholesterol
authorities to be-r-elated to
Further, despite all the warn"The cigarette influence on risk
parent when the children are against a CMV infection has _alterations
corona'
because
heart
of
,thout
or ovarian dysfuncings, teen-age boys are starting
Concern has been growing in horn. Ileanng impairment may been developed. Also. once it is
disease.
of having a fatal heart attack. Four autopsy studies have to smoke at about
tion. Women who have cystic
(he same relashown that atherosclerosis of
m one or both ears and can be under way, antiviral drugs and
saystudy
that
was
Smoking.
recent
years about
compared
with
a
non-smoker.is the coronary
disease should have periodic
tive numbers as before. Omiarteries
was
more
potential
the
twice
of
cytomeizalov iruses(CMV). which relieved in some cases with' vaccines are not helpful.
ing,
has
dramatized in figures from the
breast exammations by a physinously. teen-age girls are smok...... infect humans, monkeys and ro- Ile.11111g aids.
stopping your heart as it does of American Cancer Society's severe in habitual cigarette ing more
cian. because such women have
Such CMV infections may be
frequently now. at a
smokers
than
non-smokers
But the CMV • infections may
cancer.
dents The evidence regarding
lung
you
giving
study of one million Americans'
a higher incidence of breast
common
more
rate
about
than
currently
equalling that of boys.
damage
beyond
earS
Cat/le
the
attention
and
When
smokers
headlines
abandon their
, the harmful effects of this large
Public
and their habits that affect
cancer than other women
recognize. Now that procedures
All the people who have manstudy focused on the health.
habit. the ftsit goes down. Men
family of viruses has been spotty, Dr Alford says, We estimate are available
that
on
aged to quit have demonstrated
for testing for such
cancer rath'er than heart risk.
and aninions about the diseases that 20 per cent of babies with infections, Dr.
Take one example, men aged who quit cigarettes soon begin to it truly is a stiluble problem, one
Afford believes
Q .N1r1,..(; wants to know
Perhaps dying of lung cancer 40 to 50 If they smoked half to have the same life expectancy intelligent
related to infections with these •alent CAl%' infections may not routine screenings
for CMV inT
way of reducing the
when adolescence begins and
-particular viruses vary among reach their genetic potential, fections should
may have seemed scarier than one pack of cigarettes a day. andireedom Iromleart attack's ricktrf
be done, even
premature heart attack. •
-Menial retardation may result
as
men
when
Who
never
authorities.
smoked.
it
This
out
by
heart
blotted
ends.
at,
being
their chances of fatal attacks
though the tests are complex and
From hundreds of thousands
in permanent NON.
A. By definition. ado)ek
---t-aelts,--That study, by:Dr E. were 2.6 times higher than.for is particularly true if they had of human experiences,
it is posRecent research report:. made
'Three of 88 sympton-free relatively expensiVe.
quit
smoking
before
begins with the appearance of
having
"an
l'uyler Hammond and Dr. Dan- non-smokers. One pack to two
sible to quit cigarettes. There
to a symposium on the fetal babies studied at birth showed
initial
attack.
.secondary
sexual characteristics
iel'Horn, has been supported and packs daily, the chances rose to
Because such CMV infeatoris
brain are disturbing and signifi-. infection. and exhibited severe
and terminates when physical .reinforced by study after study. 3It times higher More than two With heart disease its -Major are many techniques and methods that succeed, once a smoker
cant,and bring up problems for brain damage before 2 years old. are potentially damaging to so
growth is complete. This period
packs a day, the risk was 5.5 killer. the Unitod States also has decides really to stop.
in this country and elsewhere,
wlucti treattnentAs unsatisfactoWhen the entlre_groto ot many infants, more research .....usuatty orlon& from--4
ifeWethem-ell-vell
per
grea
cr
rePltartntgurntr—TlYwyr.--youTitifToiff-NiaffTy at this time for CMV infec- cMV-infecied children was sougf be done 'OW-these Friri inyears of age. These years repretion of cigarettes in the world.
Smoking hurts your heart and smokers.
ahead of the easy, casual deboevaluated at the average age of fections in the hope of prevent•
tions
sent
a
complex
system.
period
The
circulatory
risk
of
Conkumption
is
has see-sawed. nair routine of striking a light.
Middle-aged women who
According to Charles Afford. 4 1 s'ear. intelligence tests were ing or curing them when they
development
-a
transition
number
of
cigathe
frcri
to
.smoke run about three times' It dropped. briefly, after the first and inhaling smoke to "scratch
related
.Jr . MD. professor of pediatric 17 tier cent below normal when occur
childhood to adulthood.
reties smoked daily, for how higher risk of heart attacks than, report in 1964 to the Surgeon the itch" in your lungs.
•

1
How To Reach ,
Your Elected Officials

Funny
Funny World

Monday,Nov.II
Monday, Nov. 8, the First District
Farm Bureau King and Queen contests
will be held from 5 until 10 p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium. Mrs.
Graham Feltner, telephone 7534427,
Murray, may be contacted for additional information.
The Quad-State Choral Festival for
high school choir members will be held
all day on the campus under the
direction of Prof. Robert 13aar. A public
performance is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Tuesday,Nov.9
The faculty brass trio will present a
recital at 8:1k p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Building.
Its members are: Robert Scribner,
trumpet; David Elliott, French horn;
and Raymond Conklin;trombone.
Exhibitions opening in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts Center
include jigsaw paintings by Ron Imam,
Eastern Kentucky University, and
drawings by several artists submitting
entries in an invitational drawn.
*show.
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Mayfield To Represent
District In Playoffs

0.

•
FIRST RACER—Martyn Brewer of Murray State crosses first for the Racers. He finished in
eighth place overall, covering the 10,000-meter course in 30:55. Brewer was one of three Racer
runners to finish in the top 10.
(Leaf-Chronicie Photo by Gene Washer)

1-2 Punch Of McGinnis And
Dr. J. Isn't Helping 76ers
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers are
supposed to be one of the
heavyweights in the National
Basketball Association this
season — but so far, they
haven't been knocking out too
many opponents.
Despite the 1-2 punch of
Julius Erving and George
McGinnis, the 76ers have been
taking it on the chin recently,
and Sunday. night, they suffered a 98-91 loss to the Seattle
SuperSonics.
-I'm not worried about our
performances in our last two
games, we'll straighten out,"
said optimistic Gene Shue, the
Philadelphia coach.
The 76ers, whose acquisition
of Erring from the New York
Nets earlier this season gave
them two of the best forwards
in basketball, have a modest 44 record thus far. Sunday
night's loss was their second
straight on a current road trip:
They were roughly handled by
the Portland Trail Blazers
Friday night, losing by 40
points.
Shue dismissed the losses
with no detection of panic.
Leonard Gray scored 23
points, nine in the final period,
off
Seattle-.. held
as
Philadelphia. Gray's layup
with 25 seconds remaining put
the Sonics safely ahead 96-91.

I-

MISS YOUR PAPER'?
Subscribers wise have sot
received their homedelivorod copy of The
Warm tether & Times by
5:30 p.m. Meonlay-friday or
by 3:30 p.m. en Satordays
aro urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6
pjL
Mooday-Friary, Of
3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Satyrdays, to isswit delivery of
the aewspoper. Calls mast
be placed by 6 p.m. 'inkier's or 4 p.m. Satvrieys to
goormetesi delivery.

Philadelphia, topped by
McGinnis' 24 points, trailed by
as many as 18 points at one
—
stage.
Blazers 119, Knicks 93
Portland outscored New
York 38-12 in the first 11
minutes of the third quarter
and rolled past the Knicks.
Lfonei Hollins and-Bob Gross
each scored 22 points for the
Blazers as they won their
fourth game in a row and
solidified their lead in the
Pacific Division. The Trail
Blazers have a 6-1 record, all
six victories coming at home.
Hawks 10'7, Cavaliers 97
John Drew scored 26 points,
over,
Atlanta
leading
Cleveland, snapping the
Cavaliers' eight-game winning streak. Austin Carr was
top scorer for Cleveland with

23 points.
Lakers 107, Kings 96
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
pullectdown 3,4 rebounds and
pumped in -24 points to lead
Los Angeles over Kansas City.
The Lakers, trailing 49-45 at
halftime, put together a hotshooting third quarter to take
control of the contest.
Pistons 115, Jazz 107
Bob Lanier scored 30 points
and grabbed 15 rebounds to
lead Detroit over New
Orleans. Lanier got 20 of his
points in the first half as
Detroit connected on 61.3 per
cent of its field goal attempts
to build a 64-50 lead.
The Jazz rallied behind Pete
Maravich, who got 22 of his 30
points in the second half, but
were unable to close the gap.

Kentucky Teams All Win
In Ohio Valley Action

By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
The Kentucky end of the
Ohio Valley Conference
ganged up on Tennessee's four
conference
teams
last
weekend, and in the process
helped one of their own clinch
at least a tie for the league's
football title.
Eastern Kentucky, picked to
finish no better than third
before the season began, Won.
a share of the championship
by defeating defending OVC
Eighteen runners started and eighteen finished the second cochampion Tennessee Tech
Big Apple Fun Run, an 11.5 mile trek which began at the 28-14 in a key showdown
Carr-Health Building, and ended at The Apple near Puryear, battle. That win, along with
Tennessee.
Morehead's 17-7 upset of East
In sharp contrast to the 95-degree temperature of last sum- Tennessee, gave Eastern sole
mer's run, this run of Friday afternoon was in brisk, 40- possession of first place and
degree weather. All participants were urged to go at their paved the way for the Colonels
own pace, whether fast or slow. And some small groups to win tbe title outright in a
merely jogged along laughing and horseplaying all the way, season-ending game with
while others sincerely pushed themselves for the best Morehead in two weeks.
possible time.
Tech and East Tennessee,
Two young British distance men, Tim Butt and Dave Raf- each of which held a share of
ferty made a bit of competition out of it but finished the run the league leed before last
with identical times of 1:07, a 5-minute per mile pace! Each weekend's action, now stand 3of these fellows has already set course records at regional 2 in the OVC.
road-rates in the past few months.
Eastern, 7-2 overall, spotted
The oldest finisher was 46 and the youngest was 14. A Tech a 7-0 first period lead
father-son team also finished the lengthy run.
before charging ahead on
The names and times of the particpants are listed in Scott McCallister's one-yard
chronological order; Tim _Butt and Dave Rafferty (1:07); run and a six-yard pass fr0131
Bob Arnett (1:09); Steve Crisafulli and Gordon Benfield Ernie House to Elmo Boyd.
( 1:15); John Ciontea (1:20); Adam Lanning (1:25); Todd Jim Nelson's five-yard
Harrison 11:26); Dennis Mabbitt, Mark Rhodes, Keith For- scoring run in the third period
ton, and Jim Calabro (1:28); Kevin Caines (1:32); Jerry produced a 21-7 lead and
McHugh 1:37); Lew Bossing, Sr. and Tom Muehleman salted away the decision.
(1:43); Lewis Bossing, Jr.(1:51); John McRae (1:52).
Upstart Morehead, which
halted a six-game losing
streak last week by upsetting
Western Kentucky 21-0, made
it two shockers in a row by

18 Runners Complete
Course In 'Fun-Run'

Sportcoats
or
Sweaters

894 ea.

Bring goy Raabe'. You most present
this coupon risen you bring year
cleaning to Boone's Ocianon.
Coupon Good thru
NOV 30,1976

The Best r
Way to
Care For
All Your
Clothes

Slacks
or
Trousers

Bring any number. You most preseat
this coupon when you bring year
cleaning to BOOffel Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30.1978

CI.OPLAI

No matter what the
-garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it —
look your best in it Enjoy
it longer with our Sanitone
Drycleaning Care. That's
Smart economy.

Call For
Pick-Up
Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th
-Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

It's now official that Murray High's Tigers will not be
playing in the post-season playoffs.
Murray High Coach John Hine got the word today from the
State Board of Athletic Control.
For Hine and his Tigers,it was a pathetic end for a brilliant
9-1 season.
Last year,the rules said that when more than two teams tie
for a District Championship, then points would be awarded
for games the team has won in its own District.
Under that system,counting only teams you have defeated- -.
in your own District, Murray High would have edged
Mayfield by one point and would have represented this
District in Class 2-A playoff action.
However,the system was changed this fall by the Board of
Control. Hine was not aware of the change until he received a
rulebook from the state, after school had already started.
The new rule said simply that when more than two teams
were tied, the tie would be broken by counting any four
games,excluding out-of-state games.
Under that system, Mayfield wins by four points over
Murray and Caldwell County.
Why was the system changed?
"I don't know why," Hina said.
"When I found out about the new rule, it was too late then to
do anything about our schedule because we already had it
made out last spring.
"The new system is based on the final outcome of people
who are either above or below your classification systent. In
Tennessee, they can come over here and play us and count
the game toward playoffs.
"Yet we beat a team (Henry County) that is n miles away
from us and we get nothing for it. It really hurts the rivalries
between the two communities," Hem said.
"It looks like that in the future, we will be unable to play
sortie of the schools that are good rivalries because of such a
rule.
"We feel like we are the best team. We beat the team that is
going to the playoffs 12-7. We lost 7-6 to Caldwell County and
•
we shouldnever have'lost that one.
"But we still think we are the best team in this District.
Any system breaking a tie is going to hurt someone. It's hard
for the Board of Control to come up with a set of rules for
breaking a tie yet, you ought to look at your own District and
see how you've done against those teams when a tie is broken
by a system of some sort," Hina added.

Sanitone
Ctruned Wristrr, Dryckantr

Shirts 4 for99°
Laundered
-.0

Brag say number. You must present
this coops' whoa you bring year
dooming to Ilsoise's Chmiers.
Coupon Good thru
NOV 30, 1976

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
"i Iry(.14,,titcrs Interesitql

753-2552 -

Bowling
Standings
Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
W
Team
24
Murray Appliance
30vu
Hodge & Soo - •
21
Mutual of Omaha
3)
Corvette Lanes
Ledger & TImes
20
17
Randy Thornton 11Ie
17
Gene Body Shop
.16
Baker Auto Repair
Devanti's
15
14
Hospital
11
Colonial Bread
10
Pagliai's
Moose Lodge
8
Ky. Lake Oil
7Li
High Team Game I SC
Murray Appliance..........
Corvette Lanes
Hodge & Son. .........
High Team Game t HC
Murray Appliance
Corvette Lanes
Baker Auto Repair
High Team Series 1SC
Corvette Lanes'
Murray Appliance
Hodge & Son
High Team Senes HC
Corvette Lanes
Hodge & Son
Murray Appliance
High Ind. Game SC i
Lyn= Dixon
Howard Coy ..
Jimmy Bury
Charlie Hargrove ..
.
High Ind. Game HC
Lyman Dixon............ „...
Howard Coy
Charlie Hargrove
High Ind. Series SC
Dan Janes
Howard Coy
Lyman Dixon..
.
High
Series 14C
Howard Coy
Owen Morrison
Dan Jones
High Averages
Can Ellis
Dan Jones
Virgil Setser
Lyman Dixon
Ron Pace
Jerry Bolls
Mark McLamore
Ron McClung .,
Howard Coy

1.
81
/
2
11
12
12
15
15
16
17
18
21
22
24
24,z
. 972926
. 858
1073
1025
1009
2804
2572
2545
2895
2875
3375
236
. 224
212
212
252
245
239
563
557
546
620
605
605
182
180
179
176
176
174
173
172
172

knocking East Tennessee out
of first place. Tony Harris
rambled for 168 yards and a
touchdown and Norman
Letcher added the °tar score
as Morehead bettered its
record to 3-6.
East Tennessee, now 34
overall, tied matters 7-7, but
Morehead took the lead for
good on Don Rardin's 221ard
field goal and clinched the win
on Harris' one-yard run in the
fourth period.

Alt-CONFERENCE RUNNERS—Three members of the Murray Stoe cross country team qualified
for All-Conference by finishing in the top 10 in the OVC Meet Saturday morning at Clarksville.
From left to right they are Richard Charleston, Martyn Brewer and Brion Rutter.
(1...covvvici. Photo by Gene Washer)

Racer Harriers Finish
Third In Conference
It was a battle of the English
and the Irish at Clarksville
Saturday in the Ohio Valley
Conference Cross Country
Championships. The English
won.
Western Kentucky, one of
the top two or three cross
country teams in the nation,
survived a rugged challenge
from East Tennessee to repeat
as champions.
Western had 27 points while
East Tennessee was a close
second with 38 and Murray
State fourth with 74. Other
scores included Eastern
Kentucky 100, Morehead 143,
Tennessee Tech 188, Austin
Peay 202, and Middle Tennessee 215.
English teammates Chris
Ridler and Dave Long crossed
the line in the 10,000-meter
race in a tie for first. Both
finished in 30:06. Ridler and
Long could well be national
champions this year.

Irishman Mark Finucane of
East Tennessee was third,
finishing 14 seconds behind
Ridler and Long. Then in
fourth came Englishman Tony
Staynings of Western in-30:26
while in fifth was Irishman
Ray Flynn of East Tennessee
in 30:29.
The only American in the
top 10 was Jon Slaughter of
Western and he was sixth in
30:31. Irishman Louis Kenny
of East Tennessee was
seventh in 30:35.
Then Murray State's three
Englishmen came across,
making all three of them AllConference runners. ,
Junior Martyn Brewer was
first for Murray, finishing
eighth in 30:55 while Freshman Richard Charleston was
right behind in ninth place
with _ a 31:08 clocking and
junior Brian Rutter was in
10th with a 31:10.
Other Murray runners in-

When
You
Open Your
1977
Christmas
Club Account

cluded Mike VOWell 19th in
32:50, .Jimmy Colon 28th in
33:52, Kevin Perryman 29th in
33:53 and Tony Keener 46th in
36:29.
The top 10 finishers and the
winning Hilltoppers will go on
to Regional competition this
weekend.
TENNIS
COLOGNE, West Germany
— Top-seeded Jimmy Connors
crushed South African Frew
McMillan 6-2, 6-3, and won the
$50,000 Cologne Grand Prix
tennis tournament.

CHRISTMAS
TREES
MURRAY
OPTIMIST
CLUB
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Racers Rip Governors 23-13
By MIKE BRANDON
show what they could do in the
Ledger St Times Sports Editor first quarter. Murray tried
There have been some sharp every way possible to give the
words of criticism leveled game away in the opening
against the offensive line of minutes.
Murray State University this
On the first Racer series,
season.
Dickens was intercepted. On
Once early in the season, the second series, the Racers
even coach Bill Furgerson fumbled and that fumble led to
said his offensive - line the first Austin Peay touch"couldn't
block
their down of the game.
mothers."
The Governors recovered
•'Their mothers" would the fumble on the Racer 10 and
have been in dire trouble four plays_ later, on a second
afternoon
Saturday
in and goal from the one,
Clarksville And besides their tailback Henry Yarber went
mothers, Austin , Peay found down the right side for the
themselves in trouble as they score. The extra point was
were trampled in their partially blocked and the Govs
Homecoming 23-13 by the were off and running with a 6-0
Racers.
lead.
All the credit has to go to the
In the final minutes of the
offensive line and to Mike first period, the Racers began
Dickens, the Racers' husky .ao drive, with the offensive
line giving Dickens outquarterback.
Murray was not supposed to standing pass protection.
win the game, at least acDickens hit Jeff Braaten for
cording to everyone in the a gain of 13 and later conpressbox. Not one person in nected on a 10-yard pass to
he pressbox picked the Larry Foxwell as the quarter
Racers to win, simply proving ended with the Racers on the
that sometimes, all the folks Governor 33.
On the third play of the
can be wrong.
The Racer offensive line second period, freshman
didn't get much of a chance to tailback Tony Franklin went

in from a yard out on a second
and goal situation and after
the TD,freshman kicker Hank
LaGorce hit the extra point to
give Murray a 7-6 lead with
13:56 left in the half.
Austin Peay got off three
plays on its next series before
fumbling, with Doug Shelton
recovering for the Racers on
the Gov 49.
Four plays later and Wes
Furgerson punted the ball
away, but the Governors
fumbled and Gary Brunun
recovered on the Austin Peay
15.
On the fifth play of the
series, tailback Don Portal
plopped into the endzone from
a yard out and after the kick,
the Racers were up 14-6 with
8:33 left in the half. However,
on the series, Tony Franklin
was injured and was not able
to play any during the
remainder of the contest.
Late in the second period,
the Racers took over on their
own 33 following a Governor
punt.
The Racers began to move
the ball at will, running over
the Austin Peay defensive
line, which was supposed to be

assuming the Racers were not Peay," Furgerson added.
going to score anymore.
It could have been even
The key thing- was simply more lopsided if Portell
this. Murray State did not wouldn't have had a touchhave to clay defense iri the down called back in the third
first half for as long as they -period.
usually do. In the second half, He broke loose for a 47-yard
the defense was pretty fresh run down the left side but the
and more than aggressive.
Racers were called for an
-With 10:34 left in the third illegal procedure.
period, Bruce Walker inDarrell Ramsey
was
tercepted a pass. ,
credited with seven unassisted
-With 6:11 left in the third tackles for the Racers whileperiod, Chuck Marquess Marquess and Al Martin had
trovered a fumble on the six and Bobby Craig, conAustin Peay 25. Four plays tinuing his outstanding play,
LaGorce attempted a 34- was credited with five.
yard field goal that was short
Another bright spot was the
and the Goys took over again. performance
of
Wes
-With 2:20 left, Austin Peay Furgerson who punted eight
made its third turnover of the times for an average of 41.6
quarter as Al Martin yards per punt.
recovered a fumble after he
All in all, it was the best
and Chuck Marquess con- game of the season for the
verged on Peay quarterback Racers and it came against
Randy Christophel.
one of the best teams they
Suddenly, it was the end of have played.
:he third period and Murray
1.4fortunately, on one hand,
still led 20-6.
the Racers do not play this
LaGorce made it 23-6 with Saturday and thus will have to
10.36 left in the contest when wait a week before trying to
he booted a 29-yard field goal. carry on the momentum.
On the following series, Fortunately, on the other
Peay worked down to the hand, everyone will have a
Racer 37 before Roy Hackley week to recover,from injuries,
popped up and intercepted a 'Tackle Bruce Martin received
pass. Murray got nothing on a knee injury in the g_anieand
nerrseries and afterThe Frinklid an elbow injury to
punt, the Govs took over on the join a list which is already.
Racer 44.
longerthan an Oscar Mayer
On the first play from foot-long hotdog.
scrimmage, Chrostophel
Murray now stands 4-6 on
unloaded a 30-yard pass to the season and a highlyRon Bailey and the Goys were respectable 3-3 in league play.
on the Racer 13.
The Racers will be going for
Christophel was sacked for a winning OVC season a week
a loss of seven then on a from Saturday when they
second and 17 from the 20, he close the campaign here
unloaded the ball toward the against arch-rival Western
- left corner where Brace Kentucky.
Walker of the Racers hit the
ball and batted it up in the air.
Walker was unable to turn
around in time but Bailey was
and somehow, he managed to
make the remarkable catch
for the TD. The extra point
made it 23-13, the final score.
Murray had 138 yards on the
The Murray State women's
ground while Dickens was 9cross. country team ended it
.__14-2..for. 110 yaEd.., by far the sseasorr saturday by taking
Racers' best offensive third place in the Eastern
showing of the season.
Kentucky Invitational at
Austin Peay had just 87 Richmond.
ards on the ground while
Kentucky won the chamChristophel was 17-3.5-2 for 164 pionship with 35 points while
yards.
Eastern was second with 45,
Dickens finished with 58 Murray third with 85,
yards in 13 carries while Morehead fourth with 89 and
Portell had a brilliant game, Western Kentucky fifth with
finishing with 49 yards in his 94 points.
one half of play.
Eastern's Pauli Gaston
Murray had outstanding line crossed the finish line of the
play from guards Doug Willis three-mile course in 18:03 for
and-Dan Hutchison- and renter first place while teammate
Jim Jez seas also outstanding. Jenny Utz was second in 18:30.
"The line blocked a lot
Former Murray State
better than they have in the runner and now UK star Lissa
past," Racer . coach Bill Moore was third in 18:39.
Furgerson said.
For
Murray, Glenda
"We've been fteorking a lot, Calabro crossed in 13th place
trying to get better. We had
and was timed in 20:15. Other
good protection and thus, Racer runners included
great games out of our Camille Baker 14th in 20:28,
quarterback plus all of our charon
Macy 17th in 21410.,...
receivers.
Karen Macy 19th in 21:26,
effort
"The defensive
Pattie - Bittel 21st in 21:47,
speaks for itself ; we forced
Martha Laickett 22nd in 22:21
seven turnovers by Austin
and Lyn Barber 28th in 23:54.

one of the quickest and best in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Portell, a 5-9, 172-Pound
tailback who might weigh 172
if he were to walk out of the
shower with all of his clothes
on, suddenly put himself in the
limelight.
He had gains of five, 12 and
six yards and along with
Dickens who was impossibleto bring down, they moved the
Racers down the field. With
just under two minutes left in
the half, on a third and four
from the Governor 28, Dickens
connected with Foirwell fdr an
18-yard gain and the Racers
were knocking on the door
again.
Finally, on a third and goal
from the eight, Dickens
connected with tight end Dave
Thomas in the back of the
endzone for the third Racer
touchdown of the game and it
was 20-6 at halftime. The extra
point attempt by LaGorce
went wide to the right.
At halftime, everyone knew
it was all over. There was no
way the Racer defense was
going to give up two touchdowns, and even at that,
Austin Peay could only tie,
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Racer Women
Take Third
At Richmond

TOUCH TO BRING DOWN-Mike Dickens (14) of the Racers was on unbelievable runner Saturday as Austin Pony's Bob Bible
threw for 110 in •super of(46) learns here as he never could get Dickens down after the hit. Dickens rushed for SE yards and
Austin
Pony.
over
23-13
fensive game as Murree won
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Raiders Hang On To Edge Bears,
Cardinals Nip Eagles In NFL Play
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
There were almost as many
surprises as there- viere
mistakes in National Football
League action Sunday.
It started with O.J. Simpson
getting thrown out of a game
for fighting. It continued when

1-Stop
Service
For Your

a referee apparently cost the
Chicago Bears a victory, and
went further with a premature
touchdown celebration by a
Minnesota receiver. Then it
was capped with Seattle's 3013 victory over Atlanta, the
first by an expansion team
over one of the NFL establishSimpson, in his eighth
season as Buffalo's premier
running back, traded swings
with New England defensive
end Mel Lunsford in the first
-quarter of the Patriots' 20-10
victory over the Bills.
The Bears remained in their
game throughout, but lost 2827 to Oakland because an
"inadvertent whistle" by
referee Chuck Heberling cost
them a touchdown.
Raiders quarterback Ken
Stabler had gone back to pass
but was hit by Chicago's Wally
Chambers. The ball popped
loose, was scooped up by
Roger Stilwell and returned 50

- Life Health
Home Car
-farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

yards for What appeared to be
a Bears touchdown.
In the other NFL games,the
Miami Dolphins blasted the
New York Jets 27-7, the St.
Louis Cardinals trimmed the
Philadelphia Eagles 17-14, the
Green Bay Packers nipped the
New Orleans Saints 32-27 and
thea __PiLtstmrgh_ Steelers_
walloped the Kansas City
Chiefs 45-0.
Also, the Dallas Cowboys
clipped the winless New York
Giants 9-3, the Cleveland
Browns bested the Houston
Oilers 21-7, the Denver
Broncos blitzed the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers 48-13, the
Baltimore Colts downed the
San thego Chargers 37-21, and
the Washingtm Redskins got
past the San F rancisco 49ers,
24-21.
Raiders 28, Bears 27
Though Ken Stabler threw
three touchdown passes,
including two to,Cliff Branch
for Oakland, 8-1 — and despite
the referee's mistake — the

Bears, 4-5, still had a ctuiri, e
to win with 15 seconds
when Bob Thomas attempted
a 31-yard field goal. The kick
hit the upright and bounced
back onto the field.
Cardinals 17, Eagles 14
Jim Bakken missed his fir
three field goal attempts. two
because tilbad.Snapc and one
that was deflected. But then
his 20-yard field goal with 822
left lifted the Cardinals, 7-2.
over the Eagles,3-6.

Witildte4u We/rnet
•

ar

BEST _
WINE BUY
Few wines go so
wonderfully well with
good food as a fine
Beaujolais. We highly
recommend de Luze
Beaujolais Villages —
o fruity, full-bodied
wine, with o special,
almost spicy flavor
and no trace of
harshness.
Fifth $398
Case of 12 Fifths
$3980
(A Party Mort E xe

n

rn

n

n 6-5-8 n irricre(TI 18818

er

IMPORTED
CHOCOLATE BARS
Too expensive for the kiddies -but if you care to indulge, you'll
find these to be the finest
chocolates you ever tasted
Imported from Switzerland and German —
the 3oz. bar comes in
assorted flavors at 89'each
-Boxedchocolates from Ff6Itanciatso ova-7061e

615

nrn-rinTrnrcraaaanstinTtns an a 6-8 cm

VEGETABLE
STEAMER
Housewives ore raving
over this gadget —
retains natural flavors and.
nutritional
vitamins. Cuts

PITCHING OUT -Racer ginirterbock Mike Dickens (14) gets ready to throw a pitchout to Don
Portell who is not yet in the picture. Offensive linemen in front of Dickens include Jim Jez (50),
(stet nano by mei'medal)
Buff Fritz (73), Mike Rawls (76) and fullback Bernie Behrendt (32).

cooking time
and prevents
scorching. Fits
most pots,
pans, and
pressure
cookers. Made*
of stainless
steel

$295
paducah's
most
interesting
store

featuring the latest fashions
from Billy the Kid, Gemini coats
from Californi& and everything from
BIRTH TO SIZE 14 FOR BOTH
BOYS AND GIRLS

Southside of the Square, Murray

The
arty

"I'
Mandebile
icr
e

'There's a new leader in children s apparel.

it's the

people
are
talking
about...

DISASTER AHEAD- Austin Posy quarterback Randy Christophel (llt is moments away from
disaster. Al Martin (78) of the Racers and Chuck Marquess(78) cream the Governor quarterback
and he fumbles on the play, with Marquess recovering for Murray.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
LONE OAK ROAD IL HIGHWAY 62
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Implementation Of New Grain
Inspection Law Now Underway
ATLANTA, Ga. — Grain
inspection officials in the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA are taking steps to
implement a grain inspection
and weighing law signed Oct.
21 by President Ford.
A new Federal Grain
Inspection Service FGIS),
required by the law, will be
established in USDA,effective
Nov. 20. Initially, the agency
will be staffed by the 778-man
grain inspection force now
employed
by
USDA's
Agricultural Marketing
Service ) AMS ). Plans are
underway to recruit additional
samplers, inspectors,
weighers and weighing
supervisors necessary to
carry out the legislation's
provisions. Many of the people
currently employed by
designated non-state inspection agencies at export
markets will be offered
positions with the new service.
In general, under terms of
the U. S. Grain Standards Act
of 1976, all grain exported
from the United States must
be inspected for a determination-of-grade before it Is
shipped overseas. The original
inspection must be performed
by the FGIS or by states that
have been delegated export
inspection authority by the
FGIS administrator.
Similarly, all grain that
-comexsinto or goes out of any
export facility in the United
States must be officially
weighed, with the entire
weighing process supervised
by the FGIS or by states that
have been delegated export
weighing authority by the
FGIS administrator. The
supervising federal or state
official must certify the
weight of the grain.
'

Food Safety:
A Joint Effort

VW

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT

MARKET
INFORMATION

VHS

NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1971
1st Payment January, 1978
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months -at Ford's expense.• Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars.• Use- Present equipment equity as down payment

BUYNOW AND SAVE
At

GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408

outside the desert valleys) a
record, up 13% from last season. Stocks of frozen concentrated orange juice at the beginning of October were 9%
more than last year.

You get more than
a check when you
sell hogs to Heinold!

Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements

Tar!or.

Beef .
plentiful. Output
likely 3-5% above record of
year ago and 10% above
1973-75 average. Larger supplies of feedlot-finished beef
will account for all of the
gain.

SHORT ROWS

Phone 489-2151

EQWW,,eM

RED MEATS

Peanuts . . plentiful. Commercial stocks Aug. 31 were
3% lower than year ago. The
1976 crop, 5% lower than the
1975 record. Almonds .
plentiful. California crop to be
record and 47% more than
1975. Walnuts . . . plentiful,
about 4% less than the record 1975 crop. Pecans . .
light, less than half the 1975
crop and a little lower than
1974.

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

SUPER-SIRE SERVICE
James Tucker

[ems

As of mid - October, the supply
situation in November is ex
pected to liztok like this:

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

Call your local KABA man for

•

USDA
Agricultural Marketing Service

Under the new law, passed committee, recognizing the
ATLANTA, Ga. — Food result.
by Congress Oct. 1, weighing extremely serious threat
The rules are simple. They.
of domestic grain at inland posed by FMD,urged USDA to safety must be a joint effort.
locations, like inspection, is work closely with the livestock For meat and poultry, that boil down to, first, washing
Canned noncitrus fruits. .
plentiful from this year's progenerally voluntary. At a and dairy industries to means consumers must away from food, utensils and
Canners' carry-in
job the U. S. food-contact surfaces as many
Pork .
adequate. Produc- duction.
facility using inspection minimize the drastic impact a continue
of canned peaches
services, however, FGIS FMD outbreak would have on Department of Agriculture of the harmful bacteria as tion to equal Oct. levels and stocks
be up 16-18% from reduced June 1 were up 42% from GRAINS & LEGUMES
officials can require super- animal marketing and food USDA) begins in order to possible, and then, killing or level
of year earlier and 6% year earlier. 1976 supply to
maintain the wholesomeness stopping growth of those over the
vision of weighing if they supplies.
be plentiful. June 1 canners'
. plentiful at 112
Rice .
3-year average.
Current plans call for and safety of these products remaining at the proper time
stocks of canned pears down million cwt., 12% below last
believe it necessary. Officials
moderately from last year. The year but 1% over the 1973believe many private or state eradicating any FMD out- they buy and bring into the by controlling the tem- POULTRY & EGGS
1976 supply should be near 75' average. Decrease from
peratures at which foods are
agencies providing inspection break in this country through home.
Broiler-fryers . . plentiful. last season's high.
1975 due to smaller harvested
prepared,
stored
and
the
served.
immediate destruction
Marketings about 10% more
services at inland markets
A recent government report
acreage.
plentiful.
prunes
.
.
Dried
How consumers can apply than year earlier and 7%
will also ask to be authorized and disposal of infected and indicated, unfortunately, that
Wheat . . .•plentiful with a
higher than the Nov. 1973-75 California production to be
to perform weighing super- exposed animals. The com- many
homemakers in- these rules and continue the average. e
and
higher
than
last
year
7%
large carry-in and_poduction
vision. In all cases where mittee advocated using all the terviewed in a food care protection provided by the
1974. indicated at 2,127 million
higher
than
13%
Eggs
adequate Out- Raisins . . light. Heavy rainavailable
to survey relied almost com- federal inspection program is
private grain companies elect resources
bushels, slightly less than last
put slightly above last year falls in Sept. during raisin dryyear's record but 13% above
to have federal supervision of USDA—including vaccine if pletely on government in- the message of an on-going but
about the same as 3-year li o
n
s
g
se
p
s
eriod
in
heavy
to
result
the 3-year average.
weighing of domestic grain necessary—to bring FMD spection of fresh meat and APHIS food care campaign.
average
Single copies of food safety
with supervision by state or under control to eradicate it.
Corn
plentiful. Record
product
for
poultry
plentiful. New
Turkey .
Processed vegetables . .
How FMD could enter the safety—discounting the fact publications containing tips on crop marketings likely 7%
private personnel, FGIS of5,865 million bushels to be
plentiful.
Although
adverse
2% above 1975 and 9%
ficials must exercise close United States was another that food poisoning bacteria purchasing, handling, more than a year ago and
near the 3-year average. Nov. weather reduced canned above the 3-year average.
surveillance
over
the area of major concern. Cattle are always present in the cooking, and storing meat and
semen- -has been -- proven, environment and the human poultry products are.available- 1 cold storage holdings to be packs, large carryover stocks
weighing operation.
Dry beans . . plentiful with
to the general public upon about 20% —mare than last were partially- offsetting: -AO 17.5 million cwt., 2% above
In
addition
to
the through research, to carry the body.
and 16% above the 3- principal canned vegetables 1975, 3% below the 1973-75
request. A semi-technical year
requirement of official FMD virus and transmit the
year average. Therefore, the except asparagus to be well average. Dry peas . . . adeUSDA's
According
to
publication
on
foodborne
weighing for export and disease. Semen which is
Nov. supply would be up above 1973-75 average. Maior quate. Production of 2 million
poisoning
is about 16% from year-earlier frozen vegetables 6% more cwt. is 25% under last year
domestic grain, the U. S. imported legally is thoroughly Animal and Plant Health bacterial
tested to be sure it is free of Inspection Service ( APHIS) available to educators, and record large for any than 1973-75 average. Frozen and 20% below 1973-75.
Grain Standards Act of 1976:
month
sweet corn and green peas exFMD viruses. On the other meat inspectors, it takes a science writers, nutritionists
—Institutes
new
ceed 3-year averages by 27%
the
environment—in
clean
others
and
who
need
hand,
semen
which
more
MILK
8.
DAIRY
PRODUCTS
is
prohibitions against conflicts
and 18%.
and
in
the
meat
plant
than
general information
of interest relationships smuggled into the country, is
• Of the ready-to-eat sausages,
Milk and dairy products ...
Potato, sweetpotato and salami is one of the most popubetween private or state not tested and could easily home—to protect clean and about the problem.
plentiful. Milk production at or
plentiful. lar and offers the widest vari.
.
supplies
onion
products. In
near seasonal low, ..but well Fall storage potatoes a record
addition,
APHIS
agencies and the grain cause a FMD outbreak. The wholesome
er''
, of taste experiences. Have
above previous yearly and 3- 299.8 million cwt., 9% above
companies that use their in- committee expressed concern Ordinary sanitary practices, distributes food safety spot
you tried Arles Salami, a
year
average.
Sept.
milk
proconscientiously announcements — both audio
1975 and 10% above 1973- French variety made of coarsespection and weighing ser- that current low cattle prices used
duction was up over 6% from 75 average. Frozen potato ly chopped meat; German Beer
will
encourage
semen throughout the food handling and visual— to local radio and
vices;Sept. 19-75---and nearly 7% stocks 29% above average. Salami; Cotto Salami with
from the 1973-75 Sept. aver- Sweetpotatoes at seasonal whole peppercorns; Genoa Sa—Requires individuals and smuggling since the testing process, will reduce bacterial television station.5.for use as
age. Aug. butter production peak at 13.8 million cwt,, lami, that Italian specialty
firms that export U. ,-grain to process is expensive, and the contamination and, prevent public service messages to
was 14% higher than Aug. 2% more than 1975 and 3% that's moistened with wine or
their communities. Local
cost must be borne by the many foodborne diseases.
register with the FGIS;
1975 and 7% higher than more than 1973-75. Storage grape juice; or spicey Kosher
Importer.
newspapers
publish APHIS—Increases civil and
Under the Federal Me4t and
1973-75 average; American onion crop to be record 16.9. Salami? -M'nun, pick-up a few
Another method of entry Poultry Inspection Program, originated feature articles on
criminal penalties for anyone
cheese 'production was up million cwt. (excluding the. varieties next time you're at the
market.
who violates the U.S. Grain could be through milk APHIS
34% and 29%. and nonfat
requires
that timely food safety subjects.
For. more information, or to
dry milk production, up 9%
Standards Act of 1976, and products imported from slaughtering and processing
from the previous Aug. but
allows the administrator of countries where FMD exists. plants observe strict rules of obtain any of the available
down 3% from the 3-year avthe FGIS to assess a $75,000 The committee recommended sanitation and processing. If food safety materials, inerage.
a thorough review of the similar rules are not observed terested persons may write to
fine for each violation; and
Corrfm,ercial stocks of but-,—Directs FGIS officials to current restrictions regarding when products are handled at APHIS Information, USDA,
ter at beginning of Sept. were .
make a study to determine the imported milk products tO be home: the work APHIS begins Room 206, 1718 Peachtree
over 150% higher than. year
effectiveness of the present sure these safeguards are may become undone and a Street, N. W., Atlanta, Ga.
ago and 45% &poor the 3sufficient.
U.S. grain standards.
potential health hazard may 3‘)309.
y ea r average: American
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
After hearing an update op
USDA officials noted they
'cheese, up 20% and 16%;
/
0 from
nonfat dry mitk, up 660
are receiving many inquiries the situation in the Darien Gap
Buyers of
Sept. 1, 1975, but 13% beon the new grain inspection' area of Colombia and
low the 1973-75-average.
law. Additional information on Panama, the committee again
FRUITS, VEGETABLES
implementation of the law will "expressed great concern that
& NUTS
be made available through the Pan American highway
By Nevyle Shackelford
Distributors Of
not be completed until a
Fresh noncitrus fruits .
.
fact sheets to be issued soon.
•
plentiful. Commercial apple
program adequate to prevent
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
crop forecast at 13°A, less
FMD's northward spread is
Foreign Animal Disease
Ky. Registered and Certified
than 1975's record and 5%
Committee Concerned About operating in Colombia. The
below the 1974 utilized crop,
Soybean Seed
4
14
k
44
4
4
committee commended USDA
Foot-And+Moutli Disease
but seasonally abundant. West
Tips
from
Extension
Specialists
at
the
Gardening
Coast pear crop is 6% higher
ATLANTA, Ga. — Keeping for attempting to work out
than last year and 4% above
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
foot-and-mouth disease safeguards with Colombia, but
1974. Bartlett pears available
FMD) out of the United felt the results so far are not
With our ' modern superof Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
but supplies will decline.
Migrating birds sought the
States — and eradicating it enough to allow resumption of markets and greatly improved
Anious and other -fall and
juicy berries of the dogwood,
swiftly should it enter—were construction of the highway. It methods and practices of agriwinter varieties plentiful.. Calithe major concerns expressed urged that USDA establish a culture and horticulture, we grape and viburnum, finding fornia's table grape crop foreready
as a food source
cast 12% below 1975 but
at the Oct. 27-28 meeting of the working relationship with no longer have to depend them
seasonally abundant. Cranduring their hurried migraForeign Animal Disease Colombia similar to that
berry production forecast at
upon the products of Mother
tory flight. Later when winter
Advisory Committee of the U. established with Mexico for
9% above 1975 and the secNature's garden for survival. in_owl_sxLvered_the gro_und, it
_FMD
_preventinn _since the
S. Department of Agrieultureond -tairget crop ot record.
record shows that the type of There was a time, however, was often the few dried poke(USDA).
Fresh citrus fruits and juices
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
The 20-member committee, organization in use in Mexico when the situation was differ- berries, ,grapes, shumac
plentiful. Early, mid -seaIn.
ent.
man,'
as
times
past,
berries and wrinkled persim- son and Navel oranges point
meeting together with the is effective.
well as many wilderness
mons left clinging to frozen to a record crop, 16% above
Plum Pgland Apimal Disease
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
creatures, found wild fruits
that meant the differ- last season. Grapefruit (extwigs
Center Scientifit Consultants,
cluding California production
• When chilly November winds
discussed the ramifications of blow, you'll want to prepare A indispensable..
ence between life and death
To the Indians and early
a FMD outbreak. FMD is an stick-to-the-ribs dinner for your
for many of the resident birds
may settlers to the shores of North
economically devastating family. Brats and potatoes
and animals.
lookyou're
recipe
just
the
be
disease of cloven-hoofed ing
As it was with the animals
for. It's quick, nutritious America, Mother Nature's
animals which exists in most and economical, too. Preheat garden not inly was a source of the wild, no autumn
the oven to 400°. In a 11/2 quait of food but also of healing
countries of the world.
passed by without the Indians
stir potatoes and seaIf FMD became established sasserole,
in many
and the settlers collecting a
wining mix from one 6-serving -agentt. it'd
in the United States, it could size )stckage scalloped potatoes instancet played an impor- plentiful supply of the
reduce meat and milk with 1 medium onion, chopped, tant part ii shaping the way various wild seeds and berries
1
2 green pepper, diced. Stir
production by 25 per cent. The and /
Various berries for food, along with roots
in liquid as -label directs. Ar- of, :ife
range 4 bratwurst on top of formed :lie basic ingrediett
and herbs for use in conmixture. Bakel5 minutes. Re- for pemmican, acorns were
cocting home remedies.
move from oven and let stand
Although, as mentioned
10 minutes before,serving. ground 3nri used for meal,
Makes 4 servings.
and nuts n all kinds were
before, we no longer find it
gathered and stored for
necessary to go out and
winter Use. Wild seed such as
harvest fruits from the wild,
Heinold Hog Markets, the world's largest independent buyer of
Trying to lower your fat and Maize, oats, ice and foxtail
there is an aesthetic enjoyKABA •cholesterol
hogs, employs experts who constantly study what the market is
intake? Try turkey were.. the staple food grain of
ment to be:-..had in doing so.
doing and whist it will do. You can obtain this information by
or chicken hot dogs. They're 20
talking with your local Heinold Hog' Market manager.
percent lower in fat than tra- the InOan.
lkolany of thesd vt•ild fruits
settgrs also used
ditional franks, but have that
provide an unforgettable taste
same delicious taste.
The information Heinold provides can be tery helpful in
many of the,wild fruits. Jams
treat, and as newly all will
planning your marketing program. When marketing time
and jellies ..were made from
agree, going out and wanderapproaches, call your Heinold market manager
411.1.

Ten states are eligible to
apply for delegation of export
-inspection or, weighing
,-authority: California, Oregon,
Washington, Wisconsin,
:Minnesota,
Alabama,
Mississippi, Florida, South
,Carolina
and
Virginia.
',Together, the 10 states acCount for roughly 25 percent
of all, U. S. grain exported
-each year.
For
domestic
grain,
,marketed at inland locations,
the
present —inspection
arrangement continues, with
FGIS officials authorized to
designate private firms alld
states to operate as official
agencies
in
specific
geographic areas. The federal
role is generally limited to
supervising the activities of
the official agencies and
perforining appeal inspections
when requested to do so. The
new law allows FGIS officials
to suspend or revoke an official agency's_ designation
and use federal graders to
perform the service until a
replacement can be found.

California crop, the bulk of
which is processed). 20%
above last year's moderate
output and 16% above 197375-

FOOD MARKET1

Highway 45

Mayfield, Ky.

blackberries, 'i'aspberries,
huckleberries, plums'and wild

apples. Cheattnuts, w*nuts,
hickorynuts and hazelnitts
were gathered and stored for
winter eating, and as with the
wilderness creatures, the
autumnal- ripening of wild
fruits meant an abundance of
food for their human neighbors.
Therefore, each day in
autumn became one of haste
and hurried activity as the
feast and harvest began. Bears

ng the colorful autumn
woods and fields in search of
persimmons, paw paws,
walnuts, and hazelnuts can be
an exhilarating experience.

MARKETING
ASSISTANCE

FORWARD
CONTRACTING

daily. He can
help you time the sale to get the most money for your hogs.

Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock in the
1;iice your hogs will bring weeks or even months ahead of
marketing time. Your Heinold market manager can not only tell
you how the program wortts; he can help you decide when to
guarantee the price. Call him today for more details.

OFFERING A STRONG DAILY MARKET FOR ALL WEIGHTS AND TYPES OF HOGS

IT DOESN'T COST TO SELL HOGS TO HEINOLD—IT PAYS!
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists et
the UK College of Agriculture

Ready-to-serve cereals 'in
multi -packs 94 individual •
and ground hogs fed heavily
boxes. may cost two or three
in order to build up reserves
times as much per ounce as
of fat- before crawling quo
the same cereal in a larger
deep, cozy dens for the long
box, UK Extension foods
winter nap. Ground squirrels,
specialists point out:
field mice and some bird
species gathered large quanti- • Here's a new one tor you peanut batter buffs. Spit a skinties of weed seeds wd nuts, less frank and stuff with peanut
eating some but storifig away butter. Slip under the broiler.4.
the frank is 'warm and
a larger. supply for later use. until
'
peanut butter is melted.

CALL HEINOLD COLLECT
623-4304
Fancy Farm
Al Herndon
BUYING HOGS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, a.m. to

p.m.

•
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• Doctor
in the Kitchen

bicentennial
briefs
While tuday's sciepusts .are'
working to develop nutritious
meals for space travelers, early
American Indians- had their
own "traveling food."
The Iroquois. for example,
made theirs from soft corn
which was shelled and then
slightly parched in the embers
of a wood fire. The parched
corn, along with maple sugar.
was then thrown into a mortar
and pounded and sifted into
fine meal.
Dried fruits like cherries
were sometimes pulverized with
the corn. A quarter pound

by Laurence
;
M Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

'THE MINERALS WE NEED -II
-- -The fact that calcium and
Wally they are absorbed through
phosphorus work together in the
the intestinal wall into yotir
'body is a classic example of how
bloodstream The blood then'
,nutrients interact with each other
carries these nutrients to where
in nutrition Both minerals occui
they are neeeled_r_trir your body.
together in vanous parts of thf
Flow much tie absorb varies with
body. About 99 percent of the
individuals according to their
calcium and 80 to 90 percent of
need and the food carrying the
the phosphorus are in our bones
nutrients
and teeth. The remainder of each
HUMAN ADULTS, according
is in our soft tissues a-nd body
to Ethel Austin Martin in "Nutrifluids
tion in Action." are repotted to
CALCIUM we discussed last
absorb from 20 to 5 -Percent of
week As for phosphorus. it is in
calcium on a mixed diet About
the nucleus of every body cell and
70 percent oi•-•-phosphorus is
it helps maintain the acid-base
absorbed "
balance in the body It also helps PhosØftfrus is essential for the
in the transport of fatty acids. . rele
of energy in the body .
helps in muscle contraction and
„-PHOSPHORUS is found in a
,-"wider variety of foods than Is
in the metabolizing of fats and,
carbohydrates.
calcium It is believed that a diet
Both phosphorus and calcolm
that contains enough protein and
are separated during digestion 'calcium will be adequate in
from the foods you e,i-and even phosphorus

the mixture diluted in a Pint
of water, was considered a good
meal. .
The Indians carried this early
convenience food with them on
expeditions and in wartime_

• Western Frank Dinner is •
hearty meal you'll want to add
to your recipe file. In amedium
skillet over high heat,'fry
pound of skinless franks and 1
medium onion, diced. Stir occasionally till browned. Spoon off
fat and add 1/4 cup chili sauce.
1 teaspoon chili powder and
two 12-ounce cans drained
whole kernel corn. Heat 10 minutes. Makes 4 servings.
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IS INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE APPROVAL
NEEDED FOR AN IRA?

ELVIN CROUSE,driving a 1066 International, was the winner in 12,000 pound stock turbo class at the tractor pull.
Flagging Crouse,of Murray,is Donnie Chapman.
Staff Photo by frank Coniales

Yes. However, we assume the
responsibility for seeing that our
Individual Retirement Accounts
are approved. So if you open an account with us, there's no delay or
red tape as far as you are.con7
cemed.

Come in and inquire about
Bank of Murray's
IRA Accounts.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

Tractor Pull Winners
Winners ,in the indoor
12,000 Lb.-Stock Turbo - 1.
tractor pull held at the MSU Elvin Cibuse 0066 InterExpo Center. Thursday, nacionaLl Murray; 2. Allen
Friday and Saturday are as Moss (402Q John Deere)
follows:
Hopkinsville; 3. Eugene
Farm Pull(Thursday
Ford)
Manning9,000
.5000 Lb. Np Turbo- 1: Billy Kirksey. •
-Bazzell 44600 Ford) Kirksey;
15;000 IA Stgck Turbo -2. Ppul Fairless(M Fatmall) 1.Danny Cunningham (1370
Vienna, Ill.; 3. D. W. Fox 1574 Case) Murray; 2: Randall
_Internatio_nal1 Murray; 4. Bob Mullins t4630 John Deere 1
McCall (44 Massey Harris) Clinton; 3. Elvin Crouse (1066
Burcombe,Ill.
- International) Murray; 4.
7000 Lb. No Turbo- 1. Paul" Allen Moss (4020 John Deere)
Fairless(M Farmall) Vienna, HopkinSville.
Ill.; 2. Steve Smith t706
Eriday Results
.
International) Farmington; 3.
5000 Modified - 1. Dicky
Jerry Starks (D17 Allis Kepley ( M-Farmall, 440
Chalmers) Murray.
Mag.) Franklin; 2. Robert E.
9000 Lb. No Turbo -- 1. Steve Elliot IF-30, Chevy eng.)
Smith i 706 International) Mayfield, 3. Jerry Williamson
Farmington.
Massey-Ferguson 44)
, 10,000 Lb. Stock Turbp - 1. Hopkinsville.
Eugene Manning ( 9,000 Ford)
5000Super Stock- 1
Kirlcsey.
Gruen ( Oliver 88) Greenville,
12,000 Lb. No Turbo - 1. M.; 2. Don Newbold lit -VA))
Joey Butterworth ( 4230 John Oblong, Ill.; 3. Loyd Walker
Deere) Murray; 2. Allen Moss (Oliver 88) Greenville,IH.
4,4020 John Deere) Hopkin7000 Modified - 1. Buddy
.sville; 3. William Murdock Wilkins
Masses I
(55
(970 Case) Murray.
Raussellville; 2. Joe Bill
(simsnmse

.._
,..- , .
PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT*
IS BEST KNOWN
FOR ITS
PRODUCTS
AND IS MOST
APPRECIATED
FOR ITS
SERVICE

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT
home of
MINIMAL
DOWNTIME!

I

Kay.Mc
1 F-30 Thin FOrd 4271
Oaensboro; 3. Jerry Griffin,
( 55
Massey-426
Hemi )
Ow ensboro.
9000 Super Stock - 1. Randy
Crutchec 11066 IH) PariTri.;
2. Claude Watkins 4430 John
DiereT R-OliertS,- Ky.;
Milliard Dukedom ( MM G1000) Arthur,Ill.,
12,000 Super Stork - 1.
Sonny Crutcher (1066 IH)
Paris, Tn.; 2. Dale Harrison
(1066 IH) Mayfield; 3. Bud

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Arriculture

If some member of your
family doesn't like milk,
remember that cheese can
replace part of the milk
needed in the daily diet. UK

Extension food specialists
offer these suggestions - on
money -saving buys in cheese:
Naiutal cheeses, particularly
those marked aged and sharp,
usually cost more than
process 9tieese. Sliced and
grated chcieses cost more than
eguat-arrrounts of-tile -same
cheese in wedges or sticks.
Pa ste cirized process cheese
usually costs more and has
more cheese flavor than
pasteurized process cheese
foods and cheese spread.

Baird i 1206 111)Morgarifie1l.
Saturday Results
7000 Super Stock - 1.
Ronald D. Berry (4020 J.D.)
Hopkinsville; 2. Paul Ciendinen ( 185 A.C.) Paris,'Tn.; 3.
Tim Smith )4010 J.D.1 Sharon,
Tn. 900 Open- 1. Buddy Wilkins
55 Massey Russellville; 2.
,Jerry - Griffin (55 Massey
Owensboro, 3. Tim Smith
(4010 J.D.)Sharon,Tn.
12,000 Field Stock - 1.
Charles Outland ( 1066 IH)
Murray; 2. Charles Folz 11370
-Case) Hopkinsville; 3. Jerry
IH
Sanderfuse " ( 1466
Owensboro.
15,000 Super Stock - I.
Sonny Crutcher 11066 IH I
Paris, Tn.; 2. Ernie Diggs(AC
D-21) Paris, 'ht.; 3. Phillips
and Masningille ¶6030 J.D.)
Hodgensville, Ky.
Total entries in Friday's.
competition amounted to 44
wikh $3,250 in prize money,31
entered Saturday's competition vying for $2,600 in
prize money.

FREE
Financing Til
March 1,, 1977
On

CASE 970,1070,
1175,1270,1370
or 1570
Agri King Tractor
Offer Good Til Dec. 31, 1976
See your dealer

f,-1r '

ESE
503 Walnut

151 30b2

McKeel
Equipment
Co., Inc.

Buya
Farmsted Building
and get adouble slide
door free.

.. ,-if.-

..-::nrc-,*.1.--:_---`See these Good Used Combines on our lot.
They are for sale and immediate delivery!

*1974 International 715
*1975 Massey Ferguson 510

Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO INC
Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215

Kenneth Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs: Carves Paschall,
has been selected as FFA
Member of the Month by
the Calloway County Chapter of the Future Farmers of
was
America. 'Paschal
chosen as a -result of eing
named as Farm Bureau in
in October. fie is a junior at
Calloway County High
School and serves as chairman of the Alumni Relations
Committee of the FFA.

Here's the best deal in Butler Farmsted
history. Buy any all-steel Farmsted building now
and get a double slide door. Free.
While the offer lasts)let us show you a
Butler Farmsted building. And at the same time,
give you detlils on how you get a free slide door
when you buy an all.-steel Farmsted.
Call us today. Let's
.<3UTLE15>i
get together on the best
AkoRi-eruir_rDe,JR
deal in Farmsted history.
Keith Hays - 489-2488

011is Anderson - 753-5448

Hillman Coles Const. Co.
Murray, Ky.

502 753-3897

9814o

a
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TADS

Smoke Smuggling Costs Tennessee
NASHVILLE (AP) Cigarette smuggling froth
neighboring states is costing
Tennessee $7 million in sales

,tax a year, state Revenue
Commissioner Jayne Ann
Woods says.
'Based on average per
capita consumption, Tennessee should be getting about
$7 million per year more from
its cigarette tax than it is
getting," Mrs. Woods said.
"That indicates to us that
there is a large bootleg
cigarette operation in Tennessee."'
She said the state collects
about $60 million per year in
cigarette taxes.
Mrs. Woods says the
problem exists because of

Fast Film Service
At Big Discount
Full
Roll

2 49

Fresh Color fine
Film
71
Artcraft Studic
753-0015
111 5.121%.
Free Parking Al Rear I)_oc:

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Possesses
4 Gal
8 Wan
12 Superlative
ending
13 Island oft
. Ireland
3 Arabian
cs,etta in
15 Faisehood
16 Red birds
18 Separates
20 Care tor
21 Babylonian
deity

22 Crimson
23 Preposition
27 Worm
29 Possessed

30 Scott
31 Artifice'

language
32 Joint

33 Excavate
34 Cooled lava

5 Macaw
6 Hauled
7 Finished
8 Awaiting
settlement
9 Wine cup
10 Girls
nickname
1 I Bitter vetch
17 Proposition
19 Symbol for
tantalum
22 Knock

mars 1303 0033
01300 fiali 03133
00C113 13f1111 1:1011111
ammo raaarisesi
aii 11300
0303 @mamma
000 30003 00A
0000W0d0 03%3
UL316114
011100MA 300103
000U RUO 0002
MOO 003 3001
0000 000 0303

24 Compass
point
25 River duck
26 Spoken
275 mistaken
28 Cleaning

substance
29 Concealed
30 Transgress
32 Harbingers
33 Speck
36 Symbol for

35 Evaluated
37 Man

nickname

Ill 2

3

12

38 Cloth

measure
39 Miff
40 Deposit
41 Cutting tool
42 Matures
44 Repeal
47 Shouting
5 1 Fish eggs
52 Held in
respect

53 Great Lake
54 Measure of
weight
55 Soaks
56 Society girls
lcolloo
57 Heaven

DOWN .
1 Succor
2 A continent
3 Cubic
rneterS
4 Mocassins

Answer to Saturdays Puzzle

38 Puts forth
40 Stitched

41 Part of to
be
43 Proceed
44 Matures

'113a2' aill

17

37
55 II
Di tr by

•iii
:'
al

V3144

I

18 Seoi

Christmas
Trees
Murray
Optimist
Club

Fire
Polite
Rescue
Ambelance
Hospital
Emergency
Homan Society

1 PM - 5 PM

yx.3.
.....x.

iiiiii

FRIDAY NIGHTS
Ti11 8 PM
. . ..

43 46

Mon. thru Thurs. & Sot. 9

IIIIIIIIIN Si
CCP:911 1. Mil
::•X
iiiiIi. 56 In
ail
United re lure Syndicate. nc I
HOW COME WE'VE ONL,r
BEEN STUCNING ABOVT
MEN IN 'HISTORY

AieEN'T WE GOING TO
51UDY ABOUT WOMEN 7

PM

I HAD A GRANDMOTHER
WHO WA5 KIND OF CUTE!

I

Comprehensive
Care
,Poison Control .
Senior Citizens .
Needliee
learn to Read. . .

19. Farm Equipment

"VsIE/RE TAKING A POLL TO PETERME WHO YOU WOULD HAVE VOTED

FOR IF `fOU KAI? VOTED"

THE CITY of Murray
Department of Streets
and Sanitation will sell
two LIL-JO Satellite
refuse vehicles. For
further information- call
753-5127 between 7 a. m.4 p. m. Monday through
Friday.

153-1441
753-1611
7534952
753-9332

PFALTZGRAff

753-5131

Village
Dinnerware

753-3991

Beige and brown
ironstone. Sets and
all accessory pieces.
Layaway now for
Christmas.

753-6612
153-7588
753-0919
753-NEED
753-1181

Starks
Hardware
12% eibd Peeler

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

WHY

'OH, OH ---HERE \
COME THE
COMMERCIALS -THERE'LL BE
, AE3OUT SIX
IN A ROW

AT LE
II.EAST
AST I KNOW
THEY WON'T BE

1iI

;:7::

.
•

BEETLE BAILEY
POW COME
BEETLE 6E75
TO 60
5W16AMIN6P

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

NOTICE: JOAN is back
at Verlene's Beauty
Shop, Coldwater. Call
4894711.
6 Help Wanted
SALES PERSON wanted.
Sales experience
preferable. Apply in
person only. Vernons,
Olympic Plaza.

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display adverlising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, irculation and ihe Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

EXPERIENCED T. V.
and stereo serviceman.
Send full resume to P.0.
Box 32-E.
EXPERIENCED DAY
cook. Call 753-2997.

14 &int To Buy
WANT TO BUY Female Boxer puppy.
No older than one year.
Call 527-7858.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 AtH

For Salr,

CAMERA - NEW
FT-2.
Nikkormat
Originally, $400. Sell for
$250. Call 753-2210.
18 MONTH OLD 20 cent
coke
machine.
Excellent. Call 753-4383.
PIPE MACHINE for sale.
Two inch die to 3 inch die
with 7 different dies,
brand new. Three
shallow % in. well
pumps and supply
tanks. Going out of
business.
Sell
reasonable. Call 4892295.
REVERSIBLE Herculen
love seat. Stereo with 8
track. Selling both for
$100. Call after 5 p. m.
436-2410.
DESK WITH matching
storage cabinet above.
Custom made for home
or office use. Call 7538560.
FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K,
Belaire Shopping
Center.

Check
Your

NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365.3933, after 6 p. m.

z

WANTED
Licensed
Beautician

OEL VERY-THAT
5ERVES THE JUNGLE
TRIBES„.

New Shop, Excellent
working conditions

ore
Advertisers
requested to chock the
first insertion of ads for
Correction
This

Call 753-7598
for interview

newspaper will be
responsible for only

BLONDIE
OUR CLUB
MEETING WAS SO
!I INTERESTING
TODAY
---...

DR OTTO KLINKHAMMER
DESCRIBED HIS SEVENTEEN
YEARS IN THE
BLACK HOLE
c OF CALCUTTA

AN ONOpitsOtt snob
CO. Wee
MIRYtees01
MOONY
Messes,
eweA.
Mendel iswrits
to =sheel essreme,
herelitoAweless
Leerier
Armories
••✓e.ReelMOMPres.,
Crete, Ohre 45401

p.

'I)

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

4

LI'L ABNER

one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM•
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.

•
9 Situations Wanted
COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER
analyst, 6 years experience desires full or
part time employment.
Call 489-2124.
BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
office. General office
work including accounts
'receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 7539284.
EXPERIENCED KEY
punch operator needs
work. Will re-locate
anywhere in West Ky.
area. Call 1-502-522.6589.

WHITE TRACTOR and
combines. Hillsboro
grain trailers, Gravity
beds. A & I Ford Supply
on Highway 54 W in
Paris.
NEW FORD tractors and
equipment. Parts, sales
and service at A & I
Ford Supply, Inc. in
Paris on Highway 54
West for low,low prices!
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
RUGER 308 caliber
model M-77. Like new 3
x.9 variable scope with
carrying case. Call 75302:11.

1121111111111111
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
Benton
between
at
Mayfield, turn
Harvey. Call 527-8955.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
K.

Guitars for Christmas
Priced from

Priced fee veer hedge

REDUCED SEVEN 2 x 4
flourescent lights. If
interested call 753-9414.

Chucks Music
Center

16 Home Furnishings "

OVER A 6REAT SWAMP-TO
THE MONKEY /11/4/L!
THE PEEP MPS...NIP THE SKULL CAVE

MASSEY
235
FERGUSON tractor.300
hours, like new. Call 7534383.

ASPHALT
blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.

'we

THE PHANTOM
zr#‘N
THE- R&M'RIJATAE

Ar13chines

SEWING
SINGER
MACHINE, zig zag and
all regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price. $39.50. Call.
Martha Hopper, 1-3548619.

If You
-Need-Them:-

-SUNDAYS

iiiiiiithilillIII

27

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

Reduce safe & fast
with GoBese Tablets
& E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drag,
109 S. 4th.

2 Nottcr

NEW HOURS

17 Vacuum Cleaners

Another View

MARY
KAY
FOR
Cosmetics. Call Sonya
Futrell. 753-4505 after 4
p. m. and all day
Saturday.

MEI

MI ell 32 II NM

Safill143
491 49

Property losses from arson
exceeded $1.4 billion in 1975,
up from $845 million in 1973,
the Insurance Information
Institution estimates.

2 Notice

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

.
6 7 ..1,:*:::.ani,. it
inn
*A% 13
in mm
:•:•:•
.5::::ium

Mil
all
:49.9:40
_•.:41.1,

21(2 cents and Kentucky 3
cents, officials said.
Officials said wholesale
distributors in North Carolina,
Virginia and Kentucky are not
violating the law by selling to
out-of-state buyers.
The violation occurs when
the cigarettes are transported
into another state without
paying that state's taxes,
officials said.
1
Mrs. Woods said her
department has created a
special investigation unit to
cigarette
down
track
smugglers and others involved in sales tax fraud.

45 Cozy caner "*.
46 Negate
4? Prohibit
48 Female
sheep
49 Permit
50 Penpoont

tantalum
37 Fond wish

Is._u._

33
39

Tennessee's proximity to
Kentucky, North Carolina and
Virginia, three major tobaccoproducing states with the
lowest cigarette taxes in the
nation.
She said organized crime
apparently is becoming inin
involved
creasingly
cigarette smuggling in Tennessee and around the U.S.
"It's not just a pickup truck
carrying a few cigarettes
across a state line. It's a case
of tractor-trailer trucks taking
full loads on regular runs,"
Mrs. Woods said.
Tennessee has a 13-cent per
pack sales tax on cigarettes,
and in some northeastern
states the tax is as high as 21
cents per pack.
North Carolina has a 2 cent
per pack sales tax, Virginia

KIRKS-Eir USED Furniture. Dinette sets,
appliances, beds, coffee
and end table sets. Call
489-2752.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

37.50 to $1500.00
Flat Top Guitars

1411 W. Mein
753-3612

PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.

NOTICE OF HEARING
Murray-Calloway County
Public Hospital Corporation
Mortgage Bonds
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the
petition of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
praying the State Local Finance Officer to approve the lease-option agreement and financial
plan wherein the Murray-Calloway County
Public Hospit* Corporation proposes to issue
$2,590,000 Public Hospital Corporation Mortgage
Bonds, Series A, and $1,895,000 Public Hospital
Corporation Mortgage Bonds, Series B, for the
purpose of providing funds for financing the cost
of the acquisition and construction of additions,
extensions and improvements to- the existing
hospital facilities in Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, the proper equipping of said facilities,
and for payment of all expenses incurred in con-,
nection therewith, a heatiag will be held in Room
326, New Capitol Annee3uilding, Frankfort,
Kentucky on Monday, November 15, 1976 at 10:00
a. m., Eastern Standard Time to consider
whether or not said financial plan should be approved.
At this hearing, any taxpayer may appear and
will be given an opportunity to be heard.
Robert L Purdom
State Local Finance Officer
' Cornmonwealth of Kentucky
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23. Exterminating

Winter is
Coming!

Ls.

32 Apartments For Rent

51. Services Offered

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

43. Real Estate
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, stran-eteel
shop building. On twothirds acre. Call 753-

51 Serit.es Offered

1 Services Offered

ROY HARMON'S CarGLASS REPLACEMENT UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
Shop.
penter
work for automobiles,
Professionals. Building,
in antiques. Call 753homes, and stores, plus
=2:
remodeling, repairing:
storm windows and
8615.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
doors . repaired or
ALrBAtmktdaviedie
Street, next to Drive-In
replaced.
Window
glass,
BEAUTIFUL 3 btdioxii 2
34. Houses For Rent
leaves
Theatre.
rake
will
tops.,
mirrors,
and
table
Class
bath,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
kitchen-den
KOPPERUD REALTY
M and G Complete
and do add jobs. Call 753NOW is one of the hest times to
THREE BEDROOM
cOnibination. $29.500.
1968 LE SABRE Buick.
now
full-time,
has
five
Dixieland
Glass,
or 767-2605 anytime.
.2456
ALL ELECTRIC trailer
spray under and around your
house at 1617 College
Call 753-8673.
Excellent condition.
. ELECTRICAL REPAIR
trained
sales
Center, 753Shopping
on 1,i acre priva • lot.
Farm Road for rent.
home bugs. spiders all kirsch o'
Must
see
to
appreciate.
-electric- heat, air
professionals to _assist ,BY OWNER -3bedroom
0180.
MOBILE HOME anehors,
Call 753-4534.
Call 753-7909.
insects and pests are looking or
appliances,
Two -owner car. 1973
condition,
Estate
•
you
in
Real
un,derpinning,
brick, excellent -cona plate to hibernate-under your
water
pumps,
Capri.
Need
an
water
36 For Rent Or Lease
matters. If you have a
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
aluminum awning, and
dition. -Good neighFOR RENT. Large
home Its warm they are out of
economical car? You
and wiring. 30
heaters
any
regarding
question
Call
shooting,
specialty.
Call
roofs
sealed.
borhood. Trees, fenced
mobile home, all
the bad weather -oldest hon,.
have to see this for the
Years experience. Call
FOR LEASE - Building,
phase of.. real estate
Sandy Harmon,753-4484.
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
yard.20's. Call 753-8622.
owned L operated
electric furnished inmoney.
1969
436-5676.
Fleetwood
Call
4th.
305
N.
on
at
60
call
20
x
give
usa
activity,
Glover.
Vl Calloway Co
cluding central heat and
Cadillac. Want to ride in FIREWOOD: CUT to
753-5881.
753-1222, or stop by our
BY OWNER -home and
mem atsr
.1511t''
air, washer, dryer, dishstyle at low cost?
WILL DO WALLPAPER
order. Also split rail
conveniently
located
acres,
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
brick
4
20
washer,
range, 37 Livestock Supplies
Beautiful
car.
Call
489hanging, interior, exfences.
Will
deliver.
Call
at
We
at
711
Main.
put
office
Wilson
and
bedroom, 1'2 bath
refrigerator. Call 7532769 or 489-2133.
terior painting. Free
evenings 901-247-5569.
Realty want and
Kopperud
siding
aluminum
All
electric
house.
built6361..
HORSE SHOEING. Call
Work
estimates.
to be YOUR FtestEstate
your
house.
Also
trim
on
in Oven and stove. 10 50 Campers
.
435-4481.
Referenguaranteed.
People.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
awnings and carports.acres tillable, 10 acres
THREE BEDROOM
ces. Call 753-3484.
vinyl siding, aluminum
Call 753-1873.
fenced for livestock, 2 16' TRAILER, camper.
furnished mobile home. 16 MONTHS OLD saddle QUALITY- 3 BEDROOM,
awnings.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
or vinyl
. stock barns, 2 large
Highway 280 East. Close
horse for sale. call 7532 ,bein brick uniquely
BY
Aluminum Service Co., DOZER, • MOTOR, GUTTERING
ponds. Between Tr -City
in. Phone 753-6536 after 5
2299.
„designed with 'sunken
SEARS, Sears seamless
492-8647.
Grading,
backhoe
work.
and
51
Services
Call
Lynn
Grove.
Offered
Priced
Phone 753-3914
p. m.
living room, fireplace,
gutters installed per
and
hauling,
in mid 30's:Call 435-4589.
PURE BRED polledINSULA(ION BLOWN in
old brick patio with
bushhogging., Free
your specifications. Call
outor
DO
inside
WILL
Not
Hereford
bulls:
FOR RENT 10 x 50 2
fountain, game room
by Sears save on these
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
47 Mutortycles
estimates. Call 436-2382.
side
painting
and
small
registered. C T. Jefbedroom
trailer.
with
bay
high heat and cooling
window,
for free estimates.
-. carpentry work. Phone
100 South 136
fery, call -2323.
Private lot. Couples
call-Doug Tayloi at
beamed -ceiling, and
1973 SL70. Good conTWO PEOPLE willing to
527-9959.
preferred. Call 753-4661.
for
free
753-2310
sewing cener in very
dition. $225. Call 753FENCE SALES AT
clean houses for people
TWO SADDLE HORSES
desirable neighborhood.
estimates.
4763.
SEARS now. Call Doug
in the Murray aret For
BACKHOE
GENERAL
,AND saddles. One
Call 7534080 or come by
8 x 50 TWO oedroom, all A
Tdytor - al-75X23I111tido'imation dial 75324. Miscellaneous
gravel,
Whitt
"
---vfork,
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
CONCAILELAND
7262. .
free estimates of your
• electric. $60:-00, lief--- 470flisuared and *wale - 105 N12 11,-Beyd Majors
bank gravel. Call 436kids. Call 753enough
for
STRUCTION backhoe
Rea)
Estate.
month. Call 489-2595•
needs.
,2306.
4936.
1972 DATSUN PICKUP. work in Baywood,
FOR YOUR SEPTIC'
TWO PORTABLE Black
Mag wheels, air and Panorama Shores Area. PAINTING, EXTERIOR
HERE'S COUNTRY
MOBILE,HOMES and
WET BASEMENT? We
TANK and backhoe
and white T. V. Hi Gain
AQHA Buckskin Gelding.
with city
topper. $1700. Call 436White rock delivered
LIVING
mobi
me
spaces
for
John
make wet basements
work
call
needs
and
interior,
new
and
CB radio with antenna.
14-3' hands. Wins in .converiiinces.
A
anywhere. Call Ross,
2174.
rp1Y1, a, Riviera Courts.
dry, work completely
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
years
of
work,
with
old
Bar with built-in stereo
Pleasure.$1000. Call 767436-2505.
beautiful new 3 bedroom
guaranteed. Call or
436-2586.
- back experience, free
and light. 12 gauge /Call 753-3280.
6414.
brick veneer house with
BLACK
TRANS
write Morgan Con1676
AM,
estimates. Call 437-4534.
Remington pump,small
30. Business Rentals
2 baths. Extra large
gold trim, automatic KIRBY CARPET CARE
struction Co., Route 2,
HAVING TROUBLE
38 Pets Supplies
desk. 1954 Chevy-Ca ton
room..
clean rugs of all kinds.
kitcherigamily
transmission. power
getting those small
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
ELECTROLUX, SALES
-pickup. Can be seen at SMALL BUSINESS
In business, homes,and
Decorated by Interiors
WANT TO BUY -,-brakes
and
steering,
air,
42001. Phone day or
plumbing jobs done?
and
Call
Tony
Hales Trailer Court,
service.
with full
building
institution rugs come
by Edward and has
Female Boxer puppy.
tilt wheel, AM and tape,
night 442-7026.
Then call 753-6614.
Montgomery, 753-6760
steam
basement, next to
by
drapes
clean
.,•;Trailer
980. No. 2 or call 753custom
No older than one-year.
Real
low mileage
day
or
night.
Woods Florist. Also
cleaning. _ Free
throughout. Fully
Call 527-7858.
sharyi. Call 753-3981
CUSTOM HAY bailing
GENERAL BACKHOE
estimates. 24 hour anlarge building, 3 floors,
carpeted, central heat
Work, white gravel,
and custom Combining.
before 5,753-0370 after S.
CARPET
CLEANING
over 5500 sq. ft. Two
swering service, 500
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
and air, all built-ins,
Call 753-8090.
'bank gravel. Call 436REMINGTON electric
experienced, very
bedroom apartment
Maple 753-0359.
1972 CUTLASS S. Red,
garage and city water.
puppies. Call 753-7810
1.306
$50.
typewriter,
reasonable rais,s, NEER TRWS cut or
floor. Formerly
upper
Price
is
lot.
steering
011,2/
acre
power
after
5
p.m.
and
air..
Kroehler matching
references,
free
firewood.: Call 753-4707.
Murray Antique Mall.
54. Free Column
Extra 8harp. Call after 4 LICENSED ELECright:Call for showing,
couch and chair, $75.
estimates. Quick drying.
4th and HIDDEN
prompt efat
Both
TRICIAN
SPANN
753-0541.
753-7724,
OUY
p.m.
VALLEY
Oak desk, $35. Call 753FREE - THREE long.
Sycamore. Call 5224469
ficient service. NO job' Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.' BULLDOZING, prompt
901
REALTY,
- Kennels. All breed
9312 after 4 p. m.
dependable service.
haired Wens. Three.
too small. Call Ernes;
or inquire at Woods
1973.VW, air conditioned.
grooming. ., AKC . Sycamore. .
SEAMLESS ALUMNUS"
Three bull dozen'ió
months old. These little
'
.
dyer - White,/53-0605.-*
$1106,--Clt11-753-8410
S.chnauzsrs.
.
-Puppies
_
--CUSTOM.--MATTRESS Free
gutters. Free estimates.
serve ‘. you.
butterballs are in good
''5 0. m.WELLACEPT older-two
occasionally.
Champion
made any size for anFreed Cotham Co., 802
estimate.. Call Steven
health and are yew
bedroom home on one
ELECTRICAL WIRING
SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
sired male at stud. Call
tique beds or campers.
Chestnut Murray. Call
Alexander at 753-1959 or
playful. Call 753-3535
lot heated and air
acre of ground. Locited
home and industrial,Air
1969 VW, autornatic,$800
435-448r- • '
Buy direct and save on
7534832.
L. W.Lyons 474-2264.
after 5.
conditioning, and
compressor. Call 753on Ky 1836 about 2 miles
or, best offer. call 437mattresses,
all
north of ,Lynn Grove.
refrigeration, plumbing
7370.
4481.
Healihopedic or foam.
House has recently been
and heating. Call 474SWEET
POTATOES,
WEST KY.MATTRESS,
MOISTURE
1968
remodelled
with
DODGE
or 753,7203.
8841
TRUCK,
Bakers,
$2.00
bushel.
Western Dark Fired
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
with
paneling
throughout.
automatic,
UNDER
V-8,
goiNI
Turnips $3.50 bushel.
Phone 1-443-7323.
Tobacco Growers
TILE
New kitchen cabinets
condition. $750:Call 297- CERAMIC
Greens,
you
pick.,
61.50
Man Made-Marble Tops
YOUR HOME
Association
bathrooms, Quarry,
with built in range and
9479.
26 TV Radio
bushel. Bring container.
Don't let it rot your
dishwasher. A good
' slate, mirrors, shower
* Lctrge Selection
Pete Valentine,642-4439.
rent...approximately
for
and
tile
paver
the
floors.
Call
1971
doors,
inexpensive
house
for
a
PONTIAC
BonAKA! GX280DSS two plus
532 square feet, office with
* From 24" to 72" Long
moisture Proofing
brick work. Call,James
41 Public Sales
young couple or retired
neville. Fulkgower and
four channel reel to reel.
storage space ...utilities fur753-8500.
Experts.
Hamilton
persons wanting low
air.' Stered. Extras.
New, unused. $400. Call
nished. Available December
RUMMAGE SALE.
Clinton, Kentucky
1. Tel. 7534341-42.
cost housing. John C.
Good condition. Must
1-443-4444.
WORK - small
DOZER
Located behind Mack
Clan Collect
sell. $950. Call 247-9479.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
leveling„
, size ideal for
27. Mobile Home Sales
and Mack in j1 Auroral
Main Street, 753-0101 or
1-653-4760
206 f Mon
spreading backfilling.
32. Apartments For Rent
November 11, 12, 13 and
1966 CBE% Y H white, 327
call Brice Ratterree,
Free
Inspection
753-7570.
or
1971 12 x 65, nice, fur753-7370
Call
14. Electric built-in cook
automatic. Call 753-7461
753-5921.
nished, $4500. Call 753APARTMENT FOR rent.
stove. Furniture, T V
Must sell.
5.
after
2762.
One room efficiency,
set, miscellaneous and ROBERTS REALTY bath, kitchenette,
household items, old
your leader in sales for
1972 DA TSEIN pickup.
1973 12 x 60 Gurdon
furnished. Call 753-4451,
• runks, boQ les,
1976
needs
Celery color. Excellent
your
listings.
Esquire. Call 753-0872
8-5 p. m. or 753-8618 after
games, baby furniture
condition. Call 753-5561.
Call 753-1651, if you are
after 5 p. m.
5.
and clothing, clothing of
interested in selling
all sizes. Will be canyour property.
1972 CHEVROLET 4 door
clip it him
celled in case of rain. T,Iviz' alphabetized pare will run »crisis
hardtop, vinyl roof,
45 Farms For Sale
e•
' the paper and case for hand reference)
power steering and
43 Real Estate
brakes kir condition
FOR SALE By OWNER
Make ,-ffer. Call 753- ten acre pasture
APPROXIMATELY 5
7116.
newly fenced. 121 Highacres located on Blood
way and county road
River Church - Keniana
AUDI 100 IS. Air,
boundaries.- Continuous -1972
Road one half mile south
steroL to mpg. Call 753creek with shade. Also 2
of Ky. 444. Designed as a
7119
registered Hereford
Police
Fire
mobile home court.
Prompt,dependable service. Three bulldozers to se cvt,, you.
cows with calves and
753-1621
Deep well, two septic
1975 SIX CYLINDER
753-1441
bull. Ready for service.
units and electric poles
straigh shift, long wheel
Call 436-5324.
LW.Lyons
have been installed.
base chevrolet truck,
Steve Alexander
Could be used for
15000 nales,,.....Three 14
several good homesites FOUR BEDROOM frame
John Dekri plows. Call
Service Station and Garage on 94 East. Call
home,extra big and rich
that could use the
after 410 492-8336.
garden. Almost new
TELEVISION I. CI
753-9983 after 3:30 p.m. or by 8:00 a.m.
Free
central water system.
RAMO REPAIR SERVICE
garage and utility room
Inspection
Termite
for appointment to see property. We want
John C. •Neubauer,
Calloway
Murray
1968 BUICK LE SABRE.
in Big Sandy, Tenn. '
Flies, Roaches,
' Realtor, 505. Main
753-2923 after 4 p.
to sell.
Call
Hospital
County
Quality Service
Hunters and fistsSilver Fish & Shrubs
Street, 753-0101 or call
m.
Anderson Elecman's
world..
Price
Company
753-5131
Kelley's Termite
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
reduced td $13,500. J. H.
Inc.
tric
753-9290
El
tHEVROLET
1967
Pest tonlrol
Austin, Southland Real
Calloway County
We con a. Zenith
Commercial, residenCamino Good condition.
CHECK WITH the folks at
100S. 11th St.
Estate: Box
233,
Warranty Service
tial,
Squad
industrial &
Rescue
Call
or
753-7136
$1000
KOPPERUD REALTY
Murray,Ky.
Clarksville,Tenn.Call!Refrigeration ,
Hwy.% East
753-0701
for full-time, competent
753-6952
615-645-4635. Roy
Sans. to 9p.m Tues., Wed and
We servace- all branReal Estate Service.
mars. 9 a,m. to 10 p m Fri and
asp",
Blankenship, Nev..
Mon
riceimi
Susi
and
Sat
For
Us
CHEVELLE
Malibu.
See
Just listed a +very neat
Johnsonville, Tenn, 1- -1967 753-0872
after 5 p
Call
and
attractive
3
901-535-2978.
Paper.
ELECTRICAL WIRKG
m.
bedroom hortie near
Murray Paint
Hanging
.Mursay High School.
46 Homes For Sale
RESIDENTIAL IL
Itef.rushinK
1972 FoRD RANCHERO.
This home is extremely
Painting
t.u.stoqnhfoiil Vuriuturr
COMMERCIAL
Radiator and
Excellent
car-truck).
,neat and tastefully BY - OWNER: 7 room
Hobby
Center
Installations&
cond.. air and•power,
decorated, Many outHeater Repair Our
house with carport and
610 S. Ith St
Service.
34,00(5 actual Miles,
standing features ingarage,
trick
and rock
Specialty
sell. Make offer.
must
clude oak-pegged floor
474-8841 753-7203
exterior on 514 acres
Hwy 641
Call 753-8200.
in entry hall, economic
(with 600' Highway
24 Hour Service
Residentes,
.6 Miles South
Hobby Crafts, Faint
>central gas heat,central
frontage) 4 miles north
C.1 rivo,!lc
ineroal
Anderlon
Electric
COLLECTOR'S
-ITEM
Wallpaper
and
*Complete Auto
garage,
air,
electric
of Murray on Highway
Jerry McCoy,Owner
Bill Hyughton.
Crysler
Open 1100 a m
Windsor,
954
11
patio, and lovely lan8. Fred's Repair
641. Three bedrooms,
&Operator
Glass Service
to $00 p m
Box 68
6
cy'C.
flat-head
dscaping. For an apPi bath, full basement
automatic.
Runs
good.
pointment to see this
with kitchen, gas central
*Maier Engine
Would be good car to
home, phone
fine
heat and air, 40' x 60'
Appliance
restore
Phone 354-6217
and Transmission
Winchester
KOPPERUD REALTY,
body shop. Price $60,000.
5.
after
Repair
753-1222.
Repair
Call 753-5618.
Printing
24 Hour Wrecker Sr
1969 VV,V :Squareback.
Service, Inc.
Tune-up
Nous• garden auto sewer,
straight stick in good
vice
and
concrete
toott
end
pow.
,
condition.1550.00. Phone
Dunn Furniture
etc
753-3134
3546217.

THINK

9

27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducab. Call
442-1918 or 443-1226.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS - one or 2
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 18th
Street. Call 753-6609.

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across(ram Post Office.

1972 CHEVELLE, new
paint job, new. interior.
MR 175 trail 'bike, 125
MT trail bike, 1946
Chevrolet trick. Call
492-8374.
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Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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54
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3
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58,
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24,
ay,

BATHROOM VANITIES

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co. 75,8,94

Dial-A-Service

rill
ool
110

lor
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ay
ye
-or
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ery
ces

Bulldozing

753-1959

474-2264

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Carrier.

474-8841

Is Your Car
Ready For Winter?

753-3914

Onucrs

Free Inspection

502-492-8837

753-7363

.pool t"a
•ce
stove se"'

753-3037

Carburotor Repair

Boyd's Auto Repair.

209 S 1th St

753-1751

Bankroll Card
Punched Thi,,

cek

Jim Adams Food liners

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreMate. Call 4928441

T.V.
Appliance

Murray. Ky
1
.
1; rI pool

Quasar

Hinman's
Rentals

753-5703
102 NI 18th Street
Murray

753-0961

Taber's Body
Shop

753-3303
753-6177

753-5397

131131 Chestnut Murras,,
Ky

4' 102S. 4th SC'
Murray, Ks
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CHICAGO AP) — Big-city week's election when Illinois'
mayors, hoping to influence electoral votes went to
Jimmy President Ford and Daley's
President-elect
Carter, are preparing a hand-picked candidate for
program that would provide governor was defeated.
Beame, Los Angeles Mayor
crucial aid to troubled cities,
at the expense of healthier Thomas Bradley and Boston
Mayor Kevin White all
tvinmunities if necessary.
-Carter has indicated he is suggested that federal money
going to help all the cities," be distributed according to a
said New York City Mayor formula based on unemAbraham D. Beame. "Some ployment.
Beame said Carter already
cities may need more help
has suggested three proposals
than others."
Officials at a meeting of the that would funnel federal aid
U.S. Conference of Mayors to cities with employment
here are hoping that under problems. The proposals
Carter, the cities' share of include benefits to firms for
federal funding will be in- every person they hire from
creased. But they are saying the jobless rolls, an increased
that even if the share is the commitment to on-the-job
same, it should be aimed more iraining programs and inspecifically at the problems of centives to curb layoffs.
New York has laid off
unemployment and dwindling
thousands of city workers and
urban tax bases.
The two-day meeting began remains in deep budget
Sunday. A session to draft a trouble.
milie 'said' Jae federal
list of priorities for presenLivion to Carter and Congress Community Development
program helps healthy cities
was scheduled for today. •
Absent from the discussions more than hardship cases.
was Chicago's own Mayor "We lose and Phoenix gains,"
Richard J. Daley, who, like he said.
Boston will have a $150
Carer, was on vacation.
Daley's reputation as a million deficit by next spring
Dernocrati_c., •party ,power on its $500 million budget,
suffered a setback in last White said.

k REMAMO
NOUSE

TUESDAY ONLY!

';

FINEST QUALITY "CONE" MILLS

BLUE JEAN DENIM

4

• Reg. $1.99 to $2.99 Quality
• 2 to..10 yard Dress Lengths
• Heavy Indigo Blue Denim
• LimitectAluantity, Hurry!

FIRST
MLITT

YD.

1?1"hfkiff

REM MiTa
204 W. Washington, Paris, In.

a,„One HOUR
wila

DRY

cLeaneRs
Centroi Shopping
Center
7 en1 bp'.'
Phone 753.9064

SHIRTS
5

Co hid
%LI

I

Laundered to /
Perfection

1.19

FOLDED
OR
ON HANGERS

MIX
PANTS
LEISURE
SKIRTS
SWEATERS OR SHIRTS
•cITI OT

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
NOV. CIO 11

Match 'cm'

1.69

GOOD
TUESDAY

try our fine cleaning
at these special low prices!

THINK PRIUT IT.
=_-

By KENNETH IMES
Procrastination, the fault of putting off things until
tomorrow, can carry a heavy penalty. For example,
the return of a book loaned by a friend, is put off - until
tomorrow. The visit to Uncle Charlie to tell him about
some of his friends we saw, is put off - until tomorrow.
The letter that should be written to Aunt Jane is put off
- until tomorrow. The drive across town to see a friend
is put off -.until tomorrow.
Then, unexpectedly, the putting off fault stabs us,
and it hurts. It really hurts - badly. In our tears, we
shake our heads in disbelief. The -talk we meant to
have, the things we meant to do, can not now be done.
We can only make a visit, but not as it was intended.
During visitation hours, we pay our last respects and
realize yesterday's tomorrow is now today, and today
it is too late.
This of course'is an imagined vignette of life. But it
can happen. Why let it?...

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411 •
•

Carter Likely To Show Appreciation
To Labor Forces For Voter Turnout

Diabetes. ..
I Deaths and Funerals I

Big-City Mayors
Meet In Chicago

Asa Hopkins Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Asa Hopkins of Murray
Route One, Lynn Grove
community, died Saturday at
11:30 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 75 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and had resided with
his-cousin, Cornelius Tidwell
and Mrs. Tidwell of Lynn
Grove for the past twenty-four
years. Born April 12, 1901, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Virgil Hopkins
aqd Zora Tidwell Hopkins.
Mr. Hopkins is survived by
five cousins, Cornelius Tidwell, Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Malinda Moore, Paducah,
Mrs. Landon ( Nola) Carr,
Murray Route Two, Mrs.
Laura Kemp, Mayfield, and
Mrs. J. R. iLottie Watson,
Murray.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
soloist and organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tim, Dennis,- Larry, and
Kenneth Tidwell, Gene
Hayden, and James Towery.
Burial will be in the Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery.

Dr. C. E. Summers
Dies, Fort Wayne
Word has been received of
the death of Dr. Charles E.
Summers of Fort Wayne,IN.,
who died at his home the',.,.
Friday at 8:15 a. m. He was
years of age.
Dr. Summers was born in
Murray and was the son of the
late Elbert Summers and
Bernice Canada Summers.
Survivors are his wife,
Patricia, three daughters,
Cathy,Tracy, and Dawn, and
three sons, Michael, Marion,
and David, all of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
Funeral services were held
Saturday at Fort Wayne, Ind.
Burial will be Tuesday at two
p. m. at Pinecrest Cemetery,
Little Rock, Ark., with the
Drummond Funeral Home of
Little Rock in charge of the
arrangements.

C. E. Shackelford,
Brother Of Local
Residents, Dies

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Lovett
The funeral for Mrs. Elsie
Lovett, widow of Fred Lovett,
was held Sunday at two p. m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. Charles Yancy and.Rev..
Julian Warren officiating.
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., and Mrs.
Otto Erwin provided the
music.
Active pallbearers were
Donnie, Harold, and Bill
Williams, Keith_ Letterman,
Billy Ray Roberts, and
Richard R. Smith. Honorary
pallbearers were Raymond
Wrather, Trellis McCuiston,
Marvin Scott, John and
Newman Grogan, Cecil
Holland, Clarence Horton,
Robert Futrell, and William
B. Miller; Burial was in the
Ground
Camp
Coles
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lovett, age 76, died
Friday at 9:20 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Fred,
died September 2, 1970. Two
sons, Talmage and Max
Lovett, also preceded her in
death. She was a member of
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church and
the Golden Age Club.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter,
Murray; two sons, William,
Toledo, Ohio, and Purdom,
Murray Route Two; daughterin-law, Mrs. Mary Lovett
Fones, Murray Route Two;
two sisters', Mrs. Chester
Burkeen, Benton Route F
gard,
and Mrs. Hayden
ne; two
Dexter Route
brothers,Gaylen and Herbert
ter Route One;
Miller,
twelve-grandchildren.
,v

Mrs. Avie Jones'

Colon Gordon Shackelford,
brother of local residents,died
Saturday at 2:45 p. m. at the
County
General
Henry
Hospital. He was 75 years of
age, and a resident of 403
North Poplar Street, Paris,
Tenn.
The deceased was a retired'
state employee of the Paris
Landing State Park, and a
member of Jones Chapel
Baptist Church. Born on April
7, 1901, in Calloway County, he
was_the son of the late C. D.
Shackelford and Alice Grooms
Shackelford.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ora Williams Shackelford, to
whom he was married in 1960,
one stepson, Bobby Williams,
and one step grandson, Mark
Williams, all of Paris, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Sarah E.
William's, and three brothers,
Brooks, Ronie L., and Homer
Ft. -Shackelford, 'all of New
Concord.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Malcolm Norton officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ham and Mark Williams,
Dave Lax, S. A. Moon, Louie
Valentine, and Leonard
Matthews. Burial will be in
Hillcrest Cemetery.

Conyersville Church
Holding Revival Meet
Revival services are now in
progress at the Conyersville
United Methodist Church with
Rev. Paul Griffin of Dresden,
Tenn.,as the evangelist.
'Services will be at 7:15 p..
through Friday, Novem
12,
according toyltihhurch
pastor, Rev. To
erkins.

Wootinued from Page 1)
time of detection had only
fifteen months to live, a 10year-old had only ten months
to live, with the younger
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
diabetic being more severe.
the early morning hours on the
Since 1922 with insulin
therapy, proper diet, along day after the elections, with
the presidential race still
with good health habits, the
undecided, Jimmy Carter was
well-controlled diabetic has
on
the phone with George
lived a relatively normal life.
Meany telling the Neat'of the
In 4965 oral tablets were fir§t 14-million-member
AFL-C10:
used"ia: helping to treat the "You
people do good work."
mild maly onset diabetic.
Organized labor turned out
Dr.. McCbrd emphasized
its
troops in what has been
that diet is still .most imbiggest, most
portant in the treatment of described as the
expensive,
best
organized
and
D
diabetes. Just recently
the
an
n has changed the most sophisticated campaign
In behalf of a presidential
Association
diabetic diet and physicians candidate.
Carter ik likely to show his
and dieticians will be provided
appreciatiat-with
several topwith the new diet exchange list
level jobs and by,..advocating
next
of
first
year.
He
the
by
job-creating legislation
cautioned diabetics not to
labor.
change their present diet until supported by
The
unions
also have.
their
instructed by
physician
shopping list of long-sought
to do so. He told of a recent
development in research of an special-interest measures
artificial pancreas still being dealing with bargaining rights
tested that can regulate the for public employes, a
insulin and blood sugar in the stronger merchant marine,
workmen's compensation
body. He stated there is
standards,
picketing rights for
enough knowledge available
construction workers and
to prevent or cure diabetes
when enough money becomes repeal'of "14B," the section of
available for further intensive federal law that authorizes
research. An
informal' state right-to-work laws
banning the union shop.
question and answer session
Nevertheless, while labor
followed Dr. McCord's speech.
leaders
are taking credit for
Officers elected by the
helping to elect Carter —
group were: Mrs. ChaTIcitte
Sturm, president; Dr. Don surveys show he hag a 61-to-38
margin among voters with
Hughes, vice-president; and
McCallon, union backgrounds—they say
Mrs. Kathy
they do not regard it as any
secretary-treasurer. Board of
directors selected were: Mrs. guarantee of Carter's support
Ann Flood, Mrs. Aim Ingle,
Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. Don
Hughes, Dr. James A. Fisher,
and R. L. Cooper, all of
Murray; and Mr. John R. Linn
of Benton.
Future meetings are to be
held at 7:00 p.m. on the first
Thursday of each month at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Presbyterian Church at 16th
and Main Streets in Murray.
••••••
gitrA Anket
40111000
Prices of stocks of local Interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tittles by T. M.Simon Co:are as follows:
Industrial Av
.4.06
Tak6
Airco
American Motors
4 +4
Ashland Oil
78% unc.
61% -Ix
AT&T
vord
56%
411%. -44
Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Motors
70% -%
Gen.,Tire
24%
GoOdrich..... ............. 23% -46
Gulf Oil
25% -Ps
Pennwalt
27 -2%
Quaker Oats
23% +%
Republic Steel
32% -%
Singer MFG
17%
Tappan
871 unc.
Western Union:
18% -%
Zenith Radio
27% -%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Ledger
the
furnished
to
EDT, today,
of
Times by First ;:f Michigan,
Murray,are as follows
AI% +ks
Heublein Inc
5.3,4 -44
McDonalds Corp
644 unc
Ponderosa Syst
38k4unc
Kimberly _Clark
SlIk.
fTnion
26% -%
W.R.G
2544 -44
Teas
51% -1
G.onêralElec.
11% fihl
AF Corp
Pacific
36%
Ai
Georgia
30 -ks
Pfizer
37% -4-44
Jim Walters
15% -44
Kirsch
43% -k4
Disney
27
Franklin Mint

Hog Market

Calcutta Cord

20%

On

Chriseriaocrome doss Mpricioy Night 6p. m. to 8p. m.
Buy $I0.00-af wood beads - get $5.00 worth of
wood beads MI.
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753-0859
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Save
90:

753-7701
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Blue Cross
Blue Shield

GareleriNg

of Kentucky

f. Reg Mark Blue Cross Assn

,..1t'National Association of Blue Shield Plans

0.kt
Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. 9901 Linn
Station Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40223 Please send 'me, without obligation,
information on health care benefits and eligibility requirements
RILT11076
I arms a Blue Cross and Blue Shield member,
Name

J/1 X0I/evoiti/to 46e

‘014e.0*-A--11.-iol
K
cr.+ +ht uo%st‘•) ivom
:44144Aia.
'a

Q6kcki-2:1

Colored Jute 10% Off

$250,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered.
Complete and mail coupon today to see if you are eligible.
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If we all work together, we can help prevent unnecessary _
increases in the cost of health care.
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10 lb. Ball Jute - Special

You can help, too, by using health care services wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your doctor
says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary.
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And because we work hard to keep our own costs low,
we don't hesitate to ask it of others. We work with doctors
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of
health care and to help find ways to keep them contained.

Rites On Sunday

My c+t ry

Macrame Madness Sale!

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we work very
hard to hold-down our own administrative costs. As a
result of our efforts, year in and year out, we assure a
high return of dues income to our members in the form
of health care benefits.

The Murray Band Boosters
Club will meet Tuesday,
November 9, at 7:30 p. m. at
the band room at Murray High
School.
All parents and interested
persons in the bands for all
the Murray schools are urged
to attend, a club spokesman
said.
4.•

Funeral services for Mrs.
Avie Orr Jones of Hazel Route
One were held Sunday at two
p. m. at the North Fork
Baptist Church, where she
was a member, with Rev.
Harold Lassiter and Rev. Otis
Jones officiating. Music was
by Gus Robertson, Jr., soloist,
and Mrs. Oneida White,
pianist.
Pallbearers were Tolbert
Story, Polk Story, Vernon
Nance, Lowell Nance, 0. T.
Paschall,
and
Vester
Paschall. Burial was in the
Paschall Cemetery with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Hornet
Mrs. Jones, age 85, died
Friday at 10:55 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Willie Jones, died
April 29,'-t76. She was born
October 11, 1891., in Calloway
Coupty and was the daughter
of the late James H. Orr and
Samoda Francis Nance Orr..
One son, Otis Jones, died July
26,1910.
Survivors include one
daughter,
Mrs.
Othel
Maurene Paschall, one
grandson,' William Gerald
Paschall, and two great
grandsons, Terry and Jeffrey
Paschall, all of Hazel Route
One, and one brother, Daris
Orr, Cottage Grove, Tenn.

On the eve of Tuesday's
election, 1 Carter aides in
Atliinta said he would
probably give high priority to
early action on job programs,
including efforts to promote
more employment in privatr
industry through job subsidies
and stimulation of housing
construction.
Carter also said that before
making major appointments
he would talk to key leaders in
business and labor.

If we didn't
hold down
our own costs,
we could
hardly ask
others to hold
down theirs.

Club Meets Tuesday

Fedeat'State Market News Service
NpwImber 8,1976
entucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1,491 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gills Steady lower Sows steady-firm
US l-2 200-230 Ris
833.5:433.25
US 1-3 200-2401W.
132.50-33.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$31.50-32.50
US.5-4 2N3-430los.
13030-31.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
623.00-24.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
*23.40.2480
US 1-3 450-6,50 lbs. ..
$24.00-25.00
US 2-3 300-360 lbs.
872.00-23.00
Boars-918 00-20.00

when it comes to their special
interests.
"If one special group thinks
its going to be treated to an
advantage over another, I
think they're wrong," said
Jerry Wurf, president of the
American Federation of State,
Municipal
and
County
Employes.
Wurf and others regard
jobs, health insurance,
welfare and Medicaid reform
as their oriorities.
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O Interested in improving my benefits
0 Getting married
I am interested in
The Nongroup Program
D The Medicare Supplement Program
LI Forming an employee group
D The Student Program
2250,000 Major Medical Coverage
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